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Abstract
Developing an Optical Brain-Computer Interface for Robot Control
Alyssa Marie Batula
Advisors: Youngmoo E. Kim, Ph.D and Hasan Ayaz, Ph.D
The ability to direct a robot using only human thoughts could provide a powerful
mechanism for human-robot interaction with a wide range of potential applications
including medical robotics, search-and-rescue operations, and industrial manufactur-
ing. Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are systems that allow the user to control
a computer with only their thoughts, providing a promising research area for new
methods of robotic control. They could be used to control the navigation of a robotic
wheelchair, an assistive or telepresence robot that performs errands, or even the
movement of a prosthetic limb.
In this work I present the design and evaluation of the first BCI to use four
imagined movements recorded via functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to
control both a virtual and a physical robot. The BCI is used to navigate the robot
to a goal location in a room, a prototype and initial step towards remote control of
a telepresence or assistive robot. Four imagined movement tasks (tapping of the left
hand, right hand, left foot, and right foot) are mapped to high-level commands (turn
left, turn right, walk forwards, walk backwards) to direct the robot.
The ability to reliably distinguish multiple mental tasks is essential for use in
a practical BCI. In an oﬄine analysis I compare the activation patterns generated
during both motor imagery and motor execution (actual movement). This is the first
analysis of the activation patterns recorded via fNIRS separately for left and right
foot motor imagery tasks.
xv
Signal processing, feature extraction, and machine learning methods are integral
parts of BCI design. In an additional oﬄine analysis I compare classification results
using eight methods of signal preprocessing that have been suggested for use in fNIRS
BCIs. I also provide comparisons of two commonly-used classifiers in BCIs as well as
feed-forward and convolutional neural networks. Additionally I present the results of
a five-class classification task, adding a resting state to the four motor imagery tasks,
which could potentially increase the number of inputs available to the BCI.

1Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The ability to direct a robot using only human thoughts could provide a pow-
erful mechanism for human-robot interaction. Such technology is often featured in
futuristic stories, where a prosthetic limb works seamlessly with the human nervous
system as in Star Wars or a user is fully immersed in control of a real or virtual
body such as in Avatar or The Matrix. In a real-world scenario these systems, called
brain-computer interfaces (BCIs), have a wide range of potential applications ranging
from medical to search-and-rescue to industrial manufacturing. In the medical field,
BCIs are a promising research area for restoring communication and movement in
people with neuromuscular injuries, which hamper or eliminate a person’s ability to
voluntarily control their muscles. Bypassing the neuromuscular system would allow
the user to control a prosthetic or assistive robot directly from recorded brain signals.
As robots become more integrated into our everyday lives, from robotic vacuums
to self-driving cars, it will also become more important for humans to be able to
reliably communicate with and control them. Current robots are difficult to control,
often requiring a large degree of autonomy (which is still an area of active research) or
a complex series of commands entered through button presses or a computer terminal.
Using thoughts to direct a robot’s actions via a BCI could provide a more intuitive
way to issue instructions to the robot. This could augment current efforts to develop
semi-autonomous robots capable of working in environments unsafe for humans, which
was the focus of a recent DARPA robotics challenge [2].
In this work I focus on using a BCI to navigate a robot to a goal location in a
room, a prototype and initial step towards remote control of a telepresence or assistive
2robot. Specifically, I present the design and evaluation of the first BCI to use four
imagined movements recorded via functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to
control a miniature humanoid robot. An emerging optical neuroimaging technique,
fNIRS devices can be made wireless, portable, and for relatively low cost, ideal for
use in a practical BCI [3]. Optical neuroimaging recordings provide localized brain
activity information as well as a unique trade-off between time and spatial resolution
from more established neuroimaging methods, such as electroencephalography (EEG)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [4]. This trade-off provides new
areas for exploration of reliable detection of mental tasks for BCI control.
In order for a BCI to be practical, the selected mental tasks must be intuitive to
use, minimize fatigue, and be reliably distinguishable through analysis of the recorded
brain signals. In this work I focus on motor imagery, the imagined movement of the
body while keeping the muscles still, which is commonly used in BCI studies. Because
it is a naturally-generated thought process related to movement, motor imagery could
prove to be a naturalistic input control method, potentially increasing intuitiveness
and reducing user fatigue. Different motor tasks have also been shown to cause
cortical activity in distinct areas, making the localization ability of fNIRS a good
match for distinguishing different tasks via recordings of brain signals.
A major limitation of current motor-imagery BCIs is the number of mental tasks
used for control. Previous studies have primarily focused on EEG and used up to
four motor imagery tasks (typically left hand, right hand, feet, and tongue) [5, 6].
However, to date there have been no other fNIRS BCIs using motor imagery of four
separate areas of the body, likely due to the relative newness of the technology for
use in BCIs. Additionally, there have been few studies examining the feasibility of
using left and right foot or leg as separate tasks, which could increase the number of
3potential control commands for a BCI. In particular, there have been no such studies
using fNIRS.
In addition to a larger number of input options, BCIs should also only respond
when the user is actively trying to control it. A “no-control” state, often a relaxed
or resting mental state, can be used to indicate that a BCI should take no action
at the current time, allowing the user to control the BCI at their own pace. There
has been some previous work using a resting state as “no-control” for a BCI [7, 8],
as well as several studies comparing motor imagery tasks to rest using a variety of
neuroimaging methods, including fNIRS [9, 10]. But to the best of my knowledge,
there have been no studies evaluating four separate motor imagery tasks and a fifth
rest task in a single, five-class classification task.
1.2 Approach and Contributions
In this thesis, I expand the state of the art by investigating the feasibility of using
four motor-imagery tasks recorded via fNIRS in a BCI for robot control. Development
of such a system relies on many factors, including: the ability of fNIRS to detect
brain activation due to the motor imagery tasks, the capability of machine learning
algorithms to reliably differentiate between the motor imagery tasks, and the design
of the BCI paradigm and robot control methods. Throughout this work, I present
the following as my primary contributions to these areas:
1. Compared and contrasted fNIRS recordings of motor imagery and motor ex-
ecution tasks, including the use of left and right foot as separate tasks. This
was the first study to compare left and right foot motor imagery and execution
using fNIRS.
2. Designed, implemented, and evaluated a brain-computer interface to control the
movements of a virtual avatar and a physical robot using four motor imagery
4tasks. This was the first attempt to use left and right foot motor imagery tasks
separately to control a robot in an fNIRS BCI.
3. Compared multiple data preprocessing, feature design, and classification meth-
ods to determine their effect on BCI accuracy. This is the first side-by-side
comparison of these preprocessing techniques for use in motor-imagery clas-
sification, as well as the first attempt to use three-dimensional convolutional
neural networks to classify four motor imagery tasks based on spatiotemporal
activation “movies”.
4. Evaluated the feasibility of using a resting state as a fifth class, the first attempt
to distinguish resting state from four other motor-imagery tasks simultaneously
for an fNIRS BCI.
1.3 Outline
The chapters in this work are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 outlines the background and prior work for motor imagery and BCIs,
as well as the signal processing and machine learning techniques used in this
work.
• Chapter 3 evaluates the ability of fNIRS to detect the four motor imagery tasks
through a comparison of the recorded motor imagery and motor execution data.
• Chapter 4 presents the design of both a pilot and a final BCI, robot control
methods, and both online and oﬄine analysis of the BCI performance.
• Chapter 5 presents the results of oﬄine analyses to improve BCI performance,
including a comparision of multiple preprocessing and classification methods
5as well as feature design methods using feed-forward and convolutional neural
networks.
• Chapter 6 explores the feasibility of extending the BCI to use a resting state as
a fifth task.
• Chapter 7 presents the overall conclusions and future directions for this work.
• Chapters A and B provide more detailed explanations of two preprocessing
methods used to improve data quality: Correlation-Based Signal Improvement
and Task-Related Component Analysis.
• Chapters C to E provide detailed explanations of the classification methods
used in this work: Linear Discriminant Analysis, Support Vector Machines,
and Neural Networks.
6Chapter 2: Background
This chapter covers relevant background concepts that form the foundation of this
work. It begins with a brief explanation of BCIs and their components, followed by
an overview of neural activity in the brain and a discussion of several non-invasive
neuroimaging techniques. Next, an explanation of motor execution, motor imagery,
and the primary motor cortex of the human brain is provided. Sections 2.5 and 2.6
provide an overview of the signal processing and machine learning techniques used in
this thesis. This chapter ends with an overview of the prior work in motor-imagery-
based BCIs.
2.1 Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs)
Brain-computer interface (BCI) systems attempt to augment or expand a user’s
control capabilities by allowing them to control a computer directly with their thoughts [11].
Recording brain signals directly allows BCIs to bypass the neuromuscular system,
making them a promising research area for restoring communication or movement in
patients with neuromuscular injury or disease [11]. The ideal, field-deployable BCI
system should also be safe, intuitive, and practical, making use of intuitive tasks to
limit user fatigue and produce large, reliably-detectable brain signals [12]. In order
to move from the research lab to real-world scenarios, an overall accuracy of 70% is
generally considered to be the minimum threshold required for an effective BCI [13].
A BCI has four main components: mental tasks performed by the user, data
acquisition, data analysis, and the computer’s response. Mental tasks are used as the
input to control the BCI, with each task mapped to a different control command.
Motor imagery, or the imagined movement of the body, is a similar mental process
7to the one we use to actually move our bodies, making it a promising mental task for
BCI control. A detailed explanation of motor imagery for mental tasks is provided in
Section 2.4. Data acquisition consists of the technology and methods used to record
the user’s brain signals while performing these mental tasks. Section 2.3 provides an
overview of several common non-invasive neuroimaging technologies that have been
used in BCIs. Data analysis includes the signal processing, feature extraction, and
machine learning methods used to extract the user’s intention from the recorded brain
signals. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 provide details on the data analysis methods used in
this thesis.
Once the BCI has predicted the user’s mental task, it sends the corresponding
command to the computer, which performs the corresponding action. The user ob-
serves this response as feedback, completing the BCI cycle as shown in Figure 2.1.
Possible applications include brain-controlled motorized wheelchairs [8], remotely-
controlled assistive robots that can navigate a building [14, 15], improving rehabili-
tation methods [16], and even prosthetic limbs that respond to neural signals like a
biological limb [17]. Additionally, BCIs could provide an intuitive control method for
able-bodied users teleoperating a robot in a remote location. This would potentially
provide faster and more intuitive control, either alone or as an enhancement to tradi-
tional interfaces such as joysticks, voice control, or typing commands into a computer
terminal.
2.2 Neural Activity and the Hemodynamic Response
Neuroimaging methods measure brain activity by recording physiological signals
created directly or indirectly by neural activation. Neural activity is the result of neu-
rons in the brain sending and receiving electrical signals to communicate [18]. These
electrical signals convey many types of information, including information related to
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Figure 2.1: Brain-computer interface components. The user performs a mental task
corresponding to the desired action of the BCI. Brain signals are recorded (data
acquisition), processed to extract the user’s intention (data analysis), and used to
direct the action of the BCI (computer response).
voluntary movement. Neural cells maintain a specific ratio of positive and negative
ions inside the cell as compared to the outside of the cell membrane. By changing this
concentration of ions, cells are able to produce a transient electric charge (a change
of approximately 0.1V), often referred to as the neuron “firing” [18,19]. The firing of
specific neurons can cause neighboring neurons to fire, sometimes resulting in a large
group of neurons firing together [18].
Maintaining the proper voltage in neuronal cells requires energy, and firing in-
creases this energy need [18–20]. Oxygen is required to metabolize glucose into en-
ergy, so clusters of activating neurons also increase the local oxygen need [19, 20].
Oxygenated blood is rapidly delivered to these active areas of brain tissue via the
hemodynamic response, resulting in changing levels of hemoglobin (the protein in red
blood cells that transports oxygen from the lungs). Oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO)
and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbR) levels in the blood can be measured to track
their relative changes throughout the brain.
9While not a direct measure of brain activity, the hemodynamic response has been
shown to be correlated with functional activity, such as cognitive tasks and motor
activity [21, 22]. Motor movements cause a rapid rise in HbO levels about 2 seconds
after the start of the movement, with a possible dip in level immediately before
that, while the HbR response has a slower and lower magnitude decrease [23]. The
hemodynamic response to motor imagery is similar to that of motor execution, but
with a smaller increase in blood flow and an additional 2-second delay in activation
time [24]. This relationship between neural activity and subsequent changes in blood
flow is referred to as neurovascular coupling.
2.3 Neuroimaging Techniques
A variety of techniques are commonly used for recording brain signals. The partic-
ular advantages and disadvantages of each method create trade-offs between spatial
accuracy, temporal accuracy, and information content of the signal. This section
outlines three common non-invasive brain-imaging methods used in BCI studies.
2.3.1 Electroencephalography
Electroencephalography (EEG), the non-invasive recording of electrical impulses
on the scalp, is a relatively mature technology dating back to the 1920s [25]. Large
groups of neurons firing together create electrical patterns that can be detected by
electrodes placed directly on the scalp [26]. The relative location of the electrodes
and the differences in their recordings can be used to identify areas on the scalp where
the electrical potential changes.
One of the main advantages of EEG is that electrical signals are transmitted
rapidly, so brain activity can be detected quickly. However, EEG signals are suscep-
tible to artifacts from muscle movements, such as eye blinks, which contaminate the
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recorded data [26]. Additionally, EEG requires specialized techniques to determine
from which area of the brain the recorded signals originated [27].
2.3.2 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) measures activity related to the
hemodynamic response, rather than a direct measure of neuronal activity as with
EEG [28,29]. This technique uses powerful magnets to measure the blood oxygenation
level dependent (BOLD) contrast signal. The BOLD signal is caused by the differences
in polarity between oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin, which creates local
variations in the magnetic field [28,29].
The BOLD signal provides localized, high-spatial-resolution information on brain
activation. However, because it measures the hemodynamic response, it detects acti-
vation more slowly than EEG. Additionally, it requires participants to remain immo-
bile in an MRI machine, limiting its usefulness in a practical BCI environment.
2.3.3 Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is an emerging optical neuroimag-
ing technique that uses near-infrared light to measure changes in HbO and HbR levels
due to the hemodynamic response [19]. It provides localized spatial information and
has been shown to be comparable to fMRI recordings [30]. While it has reduced
spatial resolution and signal-to-noise-ratio, it is capable of measuring both HbO and
HbR and has finer temporal resolution than fMRI [30]. Unlike EEG, it naturally
provides localized signal information and is free from most muscle artifacts, such as
eye blinks. Additional advantages of fNIRS devices include relatively low cost and the
ability to be deployed as wearable and battery-operated miniaturized devices [3]. This
allows them to be used in more natural settings, such as sitting at a desk. These de-
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vices can also be used alongside other measurement techniques, such as physiological
signals [31], EEG [10,32,33], and neurostimulation [34,35].
Data are recorded using light sources and detectors placed directly on the scalp.
Light at two wavelengths within the “optical window” (about 700–900 nm, shown in
Figure 2.2) are transmitted into the top layer of the brain. Light at these wavelengths
can pass through skin, skull, and water, but are absorbed by HbO and HbR at different
rates [1]. The incident light photons scatter in all directions: many scatter away from
the light detectors, some are absorbed by chromophores, and some will follow a curved
path into the surface tissue of the brain and back out to the scalp at the light detector
(see Figure 2.3) [4,19]. As the amount of HbO and HbR changes, the amount of light
absorbed at each wavelength changes in that area, altering the intensity of the light
reflected back to the detectors.
Figure 2.2: The optical window, recreated from [1]. Light in the range of 700–900 nm
can pass through skin, bone, and water, but is absorbed by HbO and HbR.
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Light Source
Light Detector
Figure 2.3: The fNIRS source and detector light path. Light at two different wave-
lengths is shined into the skull. Much of this light is absorbed or scattered away
from the sensor, but some is scattered back to the surface of the scalp following a
crescent-shaped path between the source and detector.
Raw fNIRS signals are the light intensity recordings made at each detector. The
relative change in HbO and HbR can be calculated from the changes in this reflected
light intensity using the modified Lambert-Beer law [19,36]. The modified Lambert-
Beer law uses the equations
A = log(IO/I)
A = ε× C × L+G (2.1)
where the light extinction A (the log of the ratio of incident light I0 versus measured
light I) is proportional to the concentration of the absorber (C) multiplied by that
absorber’s extinction coefficient (ε), and the path length the photon traveled (L),
plus the signal loss due to scattering G. The scattering factor G can be eliminated by
considering the change in concentration (∆C) relative to the change in light extinction
(∆A). The modified equation becomes
∆A = ε×∆C × L. (2.2)
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Using two wavelengths of light (λ1 and λ2), the change in concentration for HbO
and HbR can be calculated using a system of equations, as follows:

∆Aλ1 = (εHbO,λ1 ×∆CHbO + εHbR,λ1 ×∆CHbR)× L
∆Aλ2 = (εHbO,λ2 ×∆CHbO + εHbR,λ2 ×∆CHbR)× L
(2.3)
2.4 Motor Execution, Imagery, and the Motor Cortex
The primary motor cortex (M1) is located in Brodmann’s area 4 (shown in Fig-
ure 2.4(a)) [37]. M1 is subdivided into a spatial layout often referred to as the cortical
homunculus, in which different locations control the movement of different areas of
the body [38,39]. For example, the brain area directly at the top of the head (near Cz,
international 10/20 system) controls movement of the feet, while hand movements are
controlled by areas lower on the contralateral side of the head (closer to C3 and C4,
international 10/20 system). This one-to-one mapping between physical movement
and location of brain activation provides an opportunity to detect a person’s actions
(and, potentially, their intended actions) solely through brain recordings, making this
an interesting area of brain research.
Motor imagery is the imagined movement of the body while keeping the muscles
still, sometimes considered to be a conscious use of unconscious preparation for an
actual movement [40]. The close association between motor imagery and naturally-
produced movement preparation indicates that motor imagery could provide an in-
tuitive, detectable mapping for BCI commands. Natural and intuitive mappings
increase the usability of a BCI system while decreasing the mental strain required for
operation. While motor execution can produce stronger levels of activation, which
are easier to detect, motor imagery is often preferred as issues with possible proprio-
ceptive feedback can be avoided [41].
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(a) Primary motor cortex: BA 4 (M1). (b) Premotor area BA 6 & 8 (PM).
(c) Supplementary motor area (SMA). (d) Middle frontal gyrus (MFG).
Figure 2.4: Approximate locations of brain areas involved in motor imagery tasks1.
Numerous studies have compared brain activation recorded during motor execu-
tion (overt movement) and motor imagery [42–49]. Brain activation during motor
imagery has been detected in the premotor cortex (PM) and supplementary motor
area (SMA) [50–52] as well as the middle frontal gyrus (MFG) [53]. The approximate
location of these brain areas are shown in Figure 2.4. Motor imagery has also been
reported to have more bilateral activation than motor movement [51].
1Images modified from Brain Tutor: www.brainvoyager.com/products/braintutor.html
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Determining whether motor imagery follows the localized spatial mapping present
in motor execution, particularly in M1, is important to evaluating the utility of using
motor imagery tasks to control a BCI. Currently there is much discrepency in the lit-
erature, with different studies providing differing reports on whether M1 is activated
during motor imagery tasks [49]. Many fMRI and positron emission tomography
(PET) studies have failed to find activation in M1 during motor imagery [53–56] or
found only limited activation [49, 51, 57]. Berman et al. found that training with
feedback did not increase motor cortex activity for motor imagery. Additionally, sub-
jects who saw an increase in M1 activation during motor execution feedback training
also showed an increase in electromyography (EMG), indicating the increased fMRI
BOLD signal may be due to increased muscle activity [54]. In a meta-analysis review,
Hétu et al. noted that while motor imagery seems to use similar structures to motor
execution, M1 is not consistently activated during motor imagery [49]. The authors
nonetheless stress that their findings do not conclusively state that M1 is not involved
in motor imagery [49].
It has been proposed that the lack of M1 activation in some motor imagery studies
may be due to the lower activation levels produced by motor imagery, making the
activation more difficult to detect [58]. An fMRI study by Porro et al. found mo-
tor imagery activated M1 without a significant increase in EMG recordings overall,
indicating that the increase in M1 activation was not due to muscle activity [48].
Ehrsson et al. determined, using fMRI, that hand, foot, and tongue motor imagery
follow the same organization as motor execution in M1 [59], and Hamedi found that
left hand, right hand, feet, and tongue motor imagery areas were comparatively large
and distinct in EEG recordings [60]. Miller et al. found that motor imagery mimics
the spatial layout of motor movement during hand and tongue tasks using electro-
corticography (ECoG), where electrodes are implanted in the brain. Motor imagery
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signals were significantly weaker than motor movement signals (25%), but the signal
could be improved through practice [52]. Lotze and Halsband provide a review of
many other studies that report similar, smaller levels of activation for motor imagery,
primarily using fMRI during finger movement tasks [50].
The localized spatial information provided by fNIRS makes it a good fit for use
with motor tasks due to the spatial organization of M1, and previous fNIRS studies
have demonstrated the ability to detect motor imagery activation. Wriessnegger et
al. found significant activation compared to rest for both motor execution and motor
imagery in the motor areas, but activation for motor imagery was slower (with an
approximately 2-second delay) and smaller in magnitude [24]. While motor execu-
tion showed significantly higher activation over the sensorimotor area as compared to
the anterior prefrontal areas, motor imagery showed no significant difference in acti-
vation between these areas. There were also differences in the activation over time
for bilateral and contralateral activation between motor imagery and motor execu-
tion [24]. Sitaram et al. also found that fNIRS recordings of motor imagery for left
and right hand tapping were similar to motor execution recordings, but smaller in
magnitude [61]. An fNIRS pilot study by An et al. compared activation from motor
execution, imagery, passive movement, and movement observation for a hand grasp-
ing task, and found that motor imagery induces a moderate activation in M1 [45]. A
variety of motor imagery tasks have been examined for use with fNIRS-based BCIs,
and an overview of these studies is provided in Section 2.7.
2.4.1 Factors Affecting Motor Imagery Quality
It has been estimated that 10-30% of BCI users will be unable to control any
particular BCI system, a condition commonly referred to as BCI illiteracy [62]. A
user’s ability to control a motor-imagery BCI has been shown to be greatly affected
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by their own motor imagery abilities, and not just recording and experimental meth-
ods [63–66]. Motor-imagery ability can be affected by a variety of factors including
temporary states, traits inherent to the participant, and demographics.
Studies have shown a correlation between motor imagery BCI performance and a
participant’s mood, attention, motivation, and confidence in using the BCI [63, 64].
In particular, distractions can significantly affect the quality of motor imagery record-
ings [67]. Traits such as high imagination abilities and being an active (as opposed
to reflective) learner are also correlated with good motor-imagery BCI performance.
Other factors correlated with high motor-imagery BCI scores are gender (females
performing better), age (people over 25 performing better), playing a musical instru-
ment, playing sports, and playing video games [63, 64]. Motor imagery quality also
begins to decline with advanced age, indicating studies should be designed around the
true age of the target population [68]. Because of these differences in motor imagery
ability, the use of objective questionnaires has been proposed recently in order to de-
termine whether a person will be able to use motor imagery effectively [66]. Table 2.1
summarizes the findings of the review by Jeunet et al. [63].
Table 2.1: Factors affecting motor imagery ability, with indicators of better perfor-
mance noted in parenthesis.2
Mental State Traits Other Factors
Mood Self-Reliance Age (>25)
Motivation Attention Span Gender (Female)
Confidence Attitude Towards Work Plays an Instrument
Self-efficacy Visual-Motor Coordination Practices Sports
Fear of BCI Visual/Kinesthetic Imagination Score Plays Video-Games
Fear of Incompetence Use of Affective Drugs
2Summarized from Jeunet et al. [63]
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The type of motor imagery can also affect the quality of motor imagery record-
ings. Two primary types of motor imagery are visual, where a person self-visualizes
the movement, and kinesthetic, where a person imagines the feelings and sensations
produced by the movement (e.g. what it “feels like” to perform the motion). Lotze
and Halsband suggest that simple, highly kinesthetic tasks may increase M1 activa-
tion [50]. An fMRI study by Guillot et al. compared kinesthetic and visual motor
imagery in participants with good to excellent motor imagery ability, and found that
kinesthetic MI shares more similar neural pathways to motor execution, but both
forms of motor imagery activated the primary motor cortex [69]. Similar findings
have been reported with EEG recordings [70]. A third type of motor imagery referred
to as action observation, or viewing a video of the intended action while performing
motor imagery, has also shown potential to improve activation quality [71].
Feedback and subject training can also affect the quality of motor imagery record-
ings [72,73], particularly for poorly-performing subjects [74,75]. Practicing motor exe-
cution prior to motor imagery can create similar activation patterns to those produced
during motor execution [76]. Miller et al. found that in some cases training can cause
motor imagery levels to exceed the original motor movement levels [52]. Feedback pro-
vided via video, virtual reality, or robot BCI control in particular shows promise for
improving motor imagery levels [76–79]. Moderate difficulty during training can cre-
ate a learning incentive and encourage subjects to explore different strategies [80–82].
However, care must be taken when providing feedback to the participant, as poorly
designed feedback can impede learning [83].
2.5 Signal Processing Techniques
Signal processing methods are used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the
recorded neuroimaging data. This section outlines the methods used in this thesis
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to remove highly noise-contaminated data as well as methods to highlight changes in
the hemodynamic response due to motor imagery tasks.
2.5.1 Data Rejection Methods
Data recorded using fNIRS is sometimes contaminated by artifacts. These can be
sudden changes in signal level due to movement of the cap, saturation of the sensors,
or general noisiness present in the signal that can obscure the desired recordings [84].
These issues are removed from the data before analysis because they are a product
of the recording process rather than the hemodynamic response.
Data is often removed manually, after careful evaluation by the experimenter.
Optodes with too low of a signal-to-noise ratio are removed from the analysis, and
periods of data containing an artifact or saturation are also removed from the time-
series data. This method is effective, but also time-consuming and subjective, as it is
up to the experimenter to consistently identify any issues in the data.
Automatic elimination of corrupted data has been used to improve BCIs for both
fNIRS and EEG [85, 86]. Such methods can speed up the analysis by running faster
than manual evaluation, and use objective rather than subjective criteria to determine
problematic data. In this work, I use both manual evaluation and a modified version
of the automatic optode and trial rejection method described by Takizawa et al. for
fNIRS data [85].
Any optodes with a very high (near maximum) digital or analog gain were re-
moved, as these were likely contaminated by noise. Unlike the original method by
Takizawa et al., optodes with a significant power in the 0.1-1Hz range were not
removed. Saturated optodes were also rejected by checking for areas of raw light-
intensity data with a standard deviation of 0. This technique was modified to 1)
check for saturation in 2-second sliding windows to catch optodes that saturate part-
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way through the session and 2) only check for saturation during task periods, as
temporary saturation during breaks between trials does not affect the analysis. Ar-
tifacts were determined to be areas with a change of 0.15 [mM] during a two-second
period on HbO and HbR data after application of the low-pass filter. As with satu-
ration, artifact checking excluded portions of data outside of task periods. Another
major change was that in some cases, trials were removed rather than entire op-
todes. Optodes that had a minimum, experimentally-chosen number of artifact- and
saturation-free trials were kept, with the remaining optodes removed. Then, any trials
with artifacts or saturated areas in the remaining good optodes were removed.
2.5.2 Common Average Reference (CAR)
Common average reference (CAR) is a simple method, commonly used in EEG,
in which the average value of all optodes at each time point is used as a common
reference. That value is subtracted from each optode at that time point, as in the
equation xi[n] = xi[n]− x¯[n], where xi[n] is the value of the ith recorded signal at time
point n and x¯[n] is the average of all recorded signals at time point n. This enhances
changes in small sets of optodes while removing global spatial trends from the data.
2.5.3 Correlation-Based Signal Improvement (CBSI)
Correlation-based signal improvement (CBSI) is a preprocessing method used to
reduce head motion noise. HbO and HbR signals typically have a strong negative
correlation: an increase in HbO corresponds to a decrease in HbR and vice versa.
Head movements tend to cause a positive correlation between the two signals, where
both increase or decrease together [87]. CBSI attempts to remove positive correlation
from the data and enforce a negative correlation between HbO and HbR. Following
the derivation in Chapter A, we achieve the following set of equations:
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α =
std (x(t))
std (y(t))
(2.4)
x0(t) =
1
2
(x(t)− αy(t)) (2.5)
y0(t) = − 1
α
x0(t) (2.6)
where x0 and y0 are the theoretical HbO and HbR responses, respectively, due
to the motor task while x and y are the measured HbO and HbR responses. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows one subject’s data from a single task period and optode before and
after applying CBSI.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of CBSI on a single optode during one task period. The signal had
previously been filtered using a lowpass FIR filter (0.1Hz cutoff, size 501).
2.5.4 Task-Related Component Analysis (TRCA)
Task-related component analysis (TRCA) creates signal components from a weighted
sum of the recorded data signals [88]. It attempts to find components that maximize
the covariance between instances of the same task while minimizing the covariance
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between instances of different tasks. Task-related components y are created by a
linear weighted sum of input sources as follows:
y = wTx (2.7)
where w is the weight vector and x is an array of multiple source recordings. The
weight matrix w is selected to maximize the following equation:
wˆ = argmax
w
wTSw
wTQw
(2.8)
where Q is the covariance of x and wTQw is a constraint set equal to 1. S is the sum
of all covariances between same-task blocks minus the difference of the covariance
between different-task blocks as follows:
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where there are KA blocks of task A and KB blocks of task B, and x
(kA)
i (t) is the kAth
task block of the ith recorded signal. TRCA can also be expanded to work with more
than two tasks. A more detailed explanation of TRCA is provided in Chapter B.
2.6 Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning is a set of algorithms that allow computers to learn through
examples instead of being explicitly programmed. It plays an important role in BCIs,
as it is typically used to select an input command based on the recorded brain signals.
Neuroimaging methods often produce high-dimensional data, so dimensionality reduc-
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tion methods are sometimes used to select only the most relevant data elements, or
features, to provide as input to the machine learning algorithm. This section outlines
the dimensionality reduction and classification methods employed in this thesis.
2.6.1 Dimensionality Reduction
Dimensionality reduction encompasses a group of techniques designed to reduce
the number of dimensions in the feature space while maintaining the separability of
different classes of data. This is typically achieved by removing irrelevant/redundant
features, selecting only the most relevant features, and/or projecting the data into a
new (smaller) feature space that maintains the high level similarities and differences.
Recursive feature elimination is a feature reduction technique that attempts to
remove the least relevant features until a desired number of features are left [89].
It uses a classifier that assigns weights to features (e.g. the coefficients in a linear
model) to select features. It starts by training on the full feature set and removes the
feature with the smallest coefficients, which correspond to the feature that has the
least effect on the classification outcome. Features are removed one at a time in this
manner until a prespecified number of features is reached.
2.6.2 Classification Algorithms
Classification algorithms are trained on examples with discrete labels, or classes.
Based on this training, the classifier selects the most likely label for each new input
example.
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a machine learning method that attempts
to find a linear combination of features that separates two or more classes [90,91]. It
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is designed to maximize the difference between the means of different classes while
minimizing the variance within classes in this linear projection of the input data.
A function that takes an input vector x and assigns it to one of K classes (denoted
Ck) is called a discriminant. The simplest linear discriminant has the form
y(x) = wTx + b (2.10)
where w is the weight vector, b is the bias term, and x is the input feature vector.
The input x is assigned to class C1 if y(x) ≥ 0, and is assigned to class C2 otherwise.
If the input x is a D-dimensional vector, then the decision boundary is a (D − 1)-
dimensional hyperplane defined by y(x) = 0. To extend the LDA classifier to K
classes, we create K linear functions of the form
yk(x) = w
T
k x + bk (2.11)
and assign a point x to class Ck if yk(x) > yj(x) for all j 6= k. A 2-D visualization
with a toy dataset is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Example of an LDA classifier trained on a toy, perfectly separable, dataset.
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The appropriate values for w are found by training the LDA classifier on a train-
ing set of input examples X with labels t. Fisher’s discriminant attempts to select
w such that it maximizes the separation between class means and minimizes the
variance within each class of the outputs to y = wTx. The values of w are the eigen-
vectors of the discriminant, and can be found using techniques such as singular value
decomposition (SVD) [91]. More details on LDA can be found in Chapter C.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
A support vector machine (SVM) is a classification method that attempts to
find a classification boundary that maximizes the distance between the examples
of each class [90, 91]. This maximized distance, called the margin, is defined as
the perpendicular distance between the separating hyperplane and the nearest data
points, called support vectors. Maximizing the margin helps the classifier to generalize
better to new input examples. Figure 2.7 shows an example of an SVM trained on a
toy, perfectly separable dataset.
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Figure 2.7: Example of an SVM trained on a toy, perfectly separable, dataset. The
solid black line is the separating hyperplane. The margin is the distance between the
hyperplane and the dashed lines, which run through the support vectors (circled).
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SVMs can take advantage of kernels (k(xn,xm) = φ(xn)Tφ(xm)), which use (po-
tentially) non-linear feature-space transforms (φ(x)) to map the input features into
a kernel space in order to make the data linearly separable. This so-called “kernel
trick” allows SVMs to learn a non-linear decision boundary in the feature-space by
learning a linear decision boundary in the kernel space. Two commonly used kernels
are linear (φ(x) = x) and polynomial (k(xn,xm) = (xTnxm + c)d). A toy example of
such a transformation is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Toy example of a kernel transformation. The original feature space (left)
requires a nonlinear decision boundary. Mapping the features to a parabolic curve
(right) allows a linear decision function to perfectly separate the data.
For a classification task with input vector xn and target label tn ∈ {−1, 1}, the
decision function for an SVM is the linear model
y(xn) = w
Tφ(xn) + b (2.12)
where xn is the example to be classified, φ() is a feature-space transform used to
improve the separability of the data, w are the weights of the linear equation, b is
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the constant bias term, and y(xn) represents the predicted class for xn. The function
is defined such that y(xn) > 0 if xn is a member of the positive class (tn = 1) and
y(xn) < 0 if (xn) is a member of the negative class (tn = −1).
For more than two classes there are two common approaches to creating a K-class
SVM. In one-versus-the-rest K classifiers are trained, each one treating data from
class Ck as a single class and the rest of the data as the second class. In one-versus-
one K(K − 1)/2 SVMs are trained on all possible pairs of classes, and the output
is determined by the vote of these classes. A more detailed explanation of SVMs is
available in Chapter D.
Neural Networks
Neural networks, sometimes referred to as artificial neural networks, are a machine
learning approach based loosely on the way the human brain processes information
with large collections of simple neurons. They consist of two or more layers of neurons,
also called units, where the first layer is the input layer, the last is the output layer,
and any middle layers are called hidden layers [90–92]. Networks with more than
one hidden layer are called “deep” neural networks. In a feed-forward neural net,
the neurons in each layer have a weighted, one-way connection to the neurons in the
following layer, as shown in Figure 2.9(a).
The structure of a neuron is shown in Figure 2.9(b), where x1, x2, . . . are the
inputs and y is the output. There is a weight wi connecting input xi to the neuron
and a bias term b. The bias term is often implicitly included in the weight vector as
w0 with the assumption that the input x0 = 1 is appended to each input vector.
There are many types of neurons available for use with neural networks, each
modeled by different equations that effect the way the network learns. One of the
simplest methods is a linear neuron, which calculates the output y as a weighted sum
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(a) Basic Neural Network Structure. (b) Basic Neuron Structure.
Figure 2.9: The general structure of (a) neural networks and (b) individual neurons.
of the inputs through the equation y = b +
∑
i xiwi. Sigmoid and rectified linear
neurons are more commonly used neurons for input and hidden layers. The softmax
neuron is a useful output for classification problems because its output represents a
probability distribution, with each output neuron providing the probability that the
input belongs to a particular class. More details on these neurons are available in
Chapter E.
Using one or more hidden layers allows a neural network to learn new features
based on relationships between the input data [90,91,93]. This powerful ability puts
the burden of selecting the most informative features on the algorithm, rather than
requiring researchers to hand-select which features they believe may be most effective.
Neural networks are typically trained using backpropagation and stochastic gradi-
ent descent [90–92]. Backpropagation is based on minimizing the discrepancy between
the output of the network yj and the target output tj. This discrepancy is modeled
as an error function, and the derivatives of the error function are backpropagated to
the hidden layers, providing a way to update the weights of the hidden layers based
on the error function. Stochastic gradient descent attempts to update the weights
such that the error is reduced by moving in the most negative direction of the error
gradient in the weight space.
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Optimization can often be improved by using dropout [94]. When using dropout,
units are removed from the network with probability p during each round of training.
This helps prevent overfitting by forcing neurons to learn useful information on their
own, rather than learning a complement to the output of neighboring units.
Another type of neural network is the convolutional neural network (CNN), which
is more invariant to certain transformations in the input and takes better advantage
of spatial relationships between neighboring input values [91,93,95]. These properties
make them popular for object recognition in images, since translation invariance of
the object of interest is essential. Additionally, relationships between nearby pixels
in an image tend to be more important and can make up local features such as lines
or curves. Inputs to a CNN can be 1D (e.g. time series data), 2D (e.g. an image),
3D (e.g. a movie) or potentially even higher dimensions.
CNNs work by using convolutional filters, also called feature maps, made up of
local receptive fields that learn a feature on a subset of spatially nearby input values.
They are called convolutional filters because all local receptive fields within a single
map use the same weights, making the layer’s output a (potentially) multi-dimensional
convolution of the input with a single local “feature”. Many such feature maps can
be learned, allowing for the detection of many different local features.
Invariance to minor spatial translation can be improved by following convolutional
layers with a pooling layer, such as max pooling. In a max pooling layer, the layer
size is reduced by subsampling the output of the convolutional layer. The output
of a single neuron in a max pooling layer is the maximum output from a group of
neurons in the convolutional layer. These layers can then be followed by additional
convolutional layers or standard fully-connected layers to learn higher-dimensional
features of the data. The structure of a basic CNN is shown in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The basic structure of a convolutional neural network layer. From left to
right: The input layer (m× n pixels) is mapped to k feature maps. Pooling reduces
these maps to k maps of i× j pixels. This is followed by a fully-connected layer with
h units and, finally, the output layer of y units.
Using CNNs allows us to use our knowledge of a task, e.g. that images often consist
of smaller local features spread throughout the image, to learn relevant information
for classification with a smaller network [93, 95]. A large, fully-connected network
could also learn such local relationships; however, without weight sharing the network
would have many more free parameters to train, requiring a much larger training set
in order to learn appropriate features without overfitting. More detailed information
on neural networks is provided in Chapter E.
2.7 Prior Work
This section provides an overview of relevant prior work in BCIs. It starts with an
overview of studies using motor execution, followed by a discussion of motor imagery
studies, and ending with a survey of BCIs used for robot control.
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2.7.1 Motor Execution BCIs
The use of invasive methods to detect motor signals to control prosthetic limbs
is an active area of interest [17]. ECoG has the potential to distinguish between
movements of different fingers, although the ring and pinky fingers are frequently
misclassified [96]. Researchers have even been able to decode the speed, velocity, and
position of the hand using ECoG during a 3D arm movement [97].
However, such methods come with inherent risks when implanting sensors on or
in the human brain, limiting the pool of potential end-users and especially the size of
the population willing and able to participate in research experiments. Noninvasive
methods have also shown potential for distinguishing between movement of different
fingers using EEG [98] and fMRI [99], indicating that such techniques are a viable
alternative to invasive methods.
Motor execution has shown high classification ability (70% or higher) in distin-
guishing hand or finger movement tasks from a resting state with fNIRS [31,100–102].
Similar results were found discriminating between left and right hand movements us-
ing fNIRS [61, 102, 103]. Shin et al. were able to distinguish between the left and
right arm and leg with over 70% accuracy in a four-class classification task using
fNIRS [104]. Hybrid EEG and fNIRS systems can also improve the classification
accuracy for motor tasks [105]. Other experiments have explored the potential to
improve the classification speed of an fNIRS BCI [106].
Motor Imagery BCIs
Motor imagery BCIs are also an active research area, and have been featured
in multiple competitions based on publicly available EEG motor imagery datasets1.
More recently, a motor imagery dataset featuring both EEG and fNIRS recordings
1http://www.bbci.de/competition
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has been released [107]. A long-term evaluation indicated that motor imagery brain
patterns remain stable over long periods, an important factor in developing a practical
BCI [108]. Current motor imagery BCIs are often limited to left hand, right hand,
feet, and tongue, as these areas have been found to activate large and distinct areas
of the brain [60].
Several EEG- or fMRI-based studies have used motor imagery as the sole input
method with two [109–112], three [7,14,86,113,114], or four [5,6,115] different tasks.
The most common tasks are left hand vs. right hand vs. both feet together, with some
studies using either tongue motor imagery or rest as a fourth class. Ge et al. report 71-
88% classification accuracy for their 3 subjects in a four-class problem [6]. Guger et al.
found that 93% of the 99 participants studied were able to achieve over 60% accuracy
for left vs. right hand motor imagery tasks using EEG after 2 training sessions. The
papers by LaFleur et al. and Doud et al. report 66% and 70% accuracy, respectively,
in terms of target acquisitions rather than task classification accuracy [5,115]. Target
acquisition was defined as flying a real or virtual drone through a suspended ring,
with penalties for ring collisions.
Another technique is to determine movement direction, such as wrist flexion vs.
extension [116]. Other groups have used motor imagery as one of several brain signals
used as control methods in a “hybrid BCI” [117, 118]. It may also be possible to
distinguish between simple and compound motor imagery (e.g. moving right hand
vs. right hand and foot together) [119]. There has been some success distinguishing
motor imagery of the left and right foot or leg using EEG, indicating that these
two tasks could be used separately to increase the number of control commands for
BCIs [120, 121]. There have even been some attempts to distinguish motor imagery
of individual fingers with EEG [122].
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Development of motor imagery fNIRS BCIs is a more recent but growing research
area. These BCIs typically use simple features such as the mean or slope calculated
on each optode. In particular, Naseer et al. found the combination of mean and
max feature performed best out of many options for differentiating mental arithmetic
from rest [123]. Commonly used classifiers include linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
support vector machines (SVMs), hidden Markov models (HMMs), and neural net-
works [41]. Dimensionality reduction and feature or optode selection tends to improve
accuracy in EEG [112,124–127] and may also be useful for fNIRS BCIs.
Motor-imagery fNIRS studies have reported a wide classification accuracy range.
Coyle et all were able to distinguish imagination of squeezing a ball from rest with an
accuracy of 70-90% [9]. Koo et al. found similar accuracy levels using wavelets [128],
while Hong et al. used recordings from the prefrontal and motor cortices to classify
hand imagery vs. rest with 85-90% accuracy [129]. Shin et al. achieved an average of
66.5% accuracy classifying left vs. right hand with an LDA classifier and subjects naive
to motor imagery [107]. Other studies have shown up to 89% accuracy distinguishing
motor imagery of the left hand or wrist from the right hand or wrist [61,130].
More recently, fNIRS has been used to detect motor-imagery activation for a tennis
arm-swinging motion [131] as well as a finger-tapping sequence [132]. Another study
demonstrated the enhanced functional connectivity between motor-related brain re-
gions and high-level cognitive brain regions during the transition period between rest
and hand movements [133]. Motor imagery has also been used along with other
mental tasks in fNIRS BCIs, such as mental arithmetic [129,134].
Neural and deep belief networks have recently been explored as potential classifi-
cation methods in EEG studies [41, 135–138]. One group found conditional random
fields outperformed LDA and hidden Markov models in a 3-class motor-imagery EEG
BCI [139]. Tang et al. achieved 86.41% classification accuracy on a left hand vs. right
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hand EEG motor imagery task using convolutional neural networks, which outper-
formed SVMs using 3 different feature extraction methods [140]. These methods
could also prove useful in fNIRS BCIs.
Researchers have also evaluated methods to improve the brain signals generated
during motor imagery. As mentioned in Section 2.4.1, feedback and practice have
been shown to improve motor imagery signals in fNIRS studies [141] and EEG stud-
ies [72, 114, 142]. Object-directed motor imagery scenarios have also been shown
to outperform non-object-directed motor imagery methods (76.87% vs. 69.66%) in
an EEG study by Liang et al. [143]. Other methods for improving BCI perfor-
mance include adaptive assistance, which adjusts the BCI based on the estimated
subject performance [144], or combining fNIRS and EEG for motor imagery classifi-
cation [10,145,146].
The vast majority of studies have examined data collected within a single day and
without moving the fNIRS cap. While this eliminates any confounding factors due
to changes in cap placement or the participant’s mental state across the dataset, a
practical BCI needs to be able to work in spite of such influences. Abibullaev et al.
collected data on 8 separate days as participants imagined moving their right forearm
to the left or to the right repeatedly, with an average accuracy of 75% classifying motor
imagery task vs. rest [147]. A more recent study also collected motor imagery data
across multiple days but still performed per-session analysis, reporting an average
accuracy of 76% for the same two-class task [71]. Stangle et al. also used fNIRS data
collected on different days, but the classification task was motor imagery vs. mental
arithmetic [134].
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2.7.2 BCIs for Robot Control
Previous BCIs have controlled prosthetic limbs [17], assistive exoskeletons [148,
149], wheeled robots and robotic wheelchairs [8, 15, 150,151], flying robots [115,152],
and humanoids [14,113,117,122,153–159]. BCIs have also been used to navigate and
interact with virtual environments, such as video games and simulations [5, 7, 8, 152,
160]. Some recent studies have even attempted to develop a “cyborg”, where SSVEP
is used to control the movement of a cockroach or a rat [161,162].
Navigating a room, whether virtual or real, via BCI is a popular protocol, partic-
ularly with EEG. A 3-class asynchronous EEG BCI used motor imagery of the left
hand, right hand, and foot to control navigation through a virtual museum [7]. Bar-
bosa et al. used tongue as a fourth class when controlling the Tauro wheeled robot
with an EEG BCI [150]. Motor imagery and execution, recorded via fMRI, have
been used to control both a virtual avatar and the HOAP-3 miniature humanoid
robot [113, 155]. An fNIRS BCI used left and right hand motor imagery to control
the movements of a RI-MAN humanoid robot [163]. There has also been some success
using motor imagery of four individual fingers to control a NAO humanoid robot with
an EEG BCI [122].
Several of these studies have used a BCI specifically to control a humanoid robot [113,
122,155,163]. Humanoids, or robots designed similarly to humans, are a particularly
promising application for BCI control. Their human-like design makes them ideal
candidates for use in a human-designed world, making them potentially good robotic
proxies or assistants in a world designed for humans. Having a human-like form
could also improve interactions between the robot and humans. If a robot is serving
as proxy for the BCI user, it may be easier for other people to accept and interact
with the robot if it has a more human-like appearance.
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In addition to their usefulness as assistive devices, attempting to control a robot
can increase subject motivation and engagement while also providing feedback on
their performance. Improved motivation and feedback, both visual and auditory, have
shown promise for reducing subject training time and improving BCI accuracy [64,
78,79,158,164]. It has been indicated that more realistic feedback, as from a human-
looking android arm, may be more effective at improving motor imagery than using
a robotic gripper [79].
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Chapter 3: Comparison of Motor-Task-Evoked Brain Activity
In order to assess the feasibility of a motor-imagery-based fNIRS BCI, I examined
fNIRS recordings of four motor tasks during both motor imagery and motor execution.
The tasks consisted of simple finger- or toe-tapping tasks (left hand, right hand, left
foot, and right foot) and were contrasted against a resting state. Activation patterns
were compared between motor execution and imagery, as well as between left and
right, for both upper and lower limb tasks. Results reported here have been published
previously [165].
3.1 Participants
Thirteen healthy participants volunteered to take part in this experiment. Sub-
jects were aged 18-35, right-handed, English speaking, and with vision correctable to
20/20. No subjects reported any physical or neurological disorders, or were on medi-
cation. The experiment was approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review
Board, and participants were informed of the experimental procedure and provided
written consent prior to participating.
3.2 Experiment Protocol
The protocol included five tasks performed under both motor execution and motor
imagery conditions: tapping of the right hand, left hand, right foot, and left foot, as
well as a fifth “rest” task. Data were recorded in two one-hour-long sessions on two
separate days. A third one-hour session was also used for BCI control, but is not
included in this analysis.
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3.2.1 Data Acquisition
Participants sat in a desk chair facing a computer monitor. They were instructed
to sit with their feet flat on the floor and their hands in their lap or on chair arm rests
with palms facing upwards. Twenty-four optodes (measurement locations) over the
primary and supplementary motor cortices were recorded using a Hitachi ETG-4000
optical topography system, as shown in Figure 3.1. Each location recorded HbO and
HbR levels at a 10Hz sampling rate.
17 22
14 19 24
16 21
13 18 23
15 20
5 10
2 7 12
4 9
1 6 11
3 8
Cz
RL
Light Source
Light Detector
Figure 3.1: Layout of fNIRS light sources (red squares) and detectors (blue squares).
Optodes are numbered 1–24. Adjacent sources and detectors are 3 cm apart.
3.2.2 Tasks
Subjects performed a rest task and four motor tasks under both motor execution
and motor imagery conditions. For resting tasks, participants were instructed to
remain still, relax their mind, and not think about anything in particular. During
motor execution, they were instructed to tap the indicated hand or foot once per
second, self-paced. Hand tapping was demonstrated as curling and uncurling the
fingers towards the palm, similar to clenching an imaginary ball. Foot tapping kept
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the heel on the floor as the ankle bent to raise and lower the toes, and subjects were
instructed to also curl and uncurl their toes during the movement.
During motor imagery tasks, subjects were instructed to imagine the same actions
as performed during motor execution but to refrain from any movement, including
muscle twitches. The performance of kinesthetic motor imagery was highly empha-
sized, and they were encouraged to imagine times when they performed that move-
ment (e.g. pushing the gas pedal with the right foot or squeezing a ball in their hand).
Subjects practiced both motor imagery and motor execution, guided by the experi-
mental program, before beginning the experiment in order to familiarize themselves
with the protocol and tasks.
3.2.3 Trial Timing
The trial timing is shown in Figure 3.2. Each trial began with nine seconds of
rest followed by a text cue to indicate the upcoming task (e.g. “Left Foot” or “Right
Hand”). Subjects performed the designated task for 15 seconds and ended with a
six-second period indicating the task was over.
Figure 3.2: Trial timing diagram.
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3.2.4 Session Organization
The two sessions were split into two runs, one for motor execution and one for
motor imagery, which were repeated three times as shown in Figure 3.3. The proto-
col alternated between motor execution and motor imagery runs in order to reduce
subject fatigue and improve their ability to perform motor imagery [166]. Each run
had an equal number of the five tasks (rest and motor execution or motor imagery of
the right hand, left hand, right foot, and left foot) in a randomized order.
Run 1
2 2 2 2 2
5 5 55 5
Run 2
Session Run 1 Run 2 Run 1 Run 2 Run 1 Run 2
30 Total Motor Execution Trials
75 Total Motor Imagery Trials
Right
Hand
Left
Hand
Left
Foot
Right
Foot
Rest
Right
Hand
Left
Hand
Left
Foot
Right
Foot
Rest
10 Trials (Mixed Order)
Motor Execution
25 Trials (Mixed Order)
Motor Imagery
Figure 3.3: Experiment protocol: each day had three repetitions of the motor execu-
tion and motor imagery runs. Each of the five tasks had a total of 12 motor execution
and 30 motor imagery examples collected in the final dataset.
3.3 Data Analysis
An outline of the analysis procedure, run separately for motor imagery and motor
execution data, is shown in Figure 3.4. All data were filtered by a 100th order low-pass
FIR filter with a 0.1Hz cutoff frequency. Data quality was evaluated manually by an
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expert, and optodes with poor quality were removed, as were sections of data that
contained artifacts or were saturated. Subjects needed at least 20 trials of usable data
for each of the five tasks, and no more than three optodes missing from both days. Five
subjects were excluded due to insufficient data quality. CAR-based spatial filtering
was applied to enhance the signal quality (see Section 2.5.2). After preprocessing,
there were separate procedures for time series analysis, overall activation plots, and
statistical analysis.
  
Preprocessing
Extract Tasks
Calculate Features
Subtract Rest 
From Tasks
Plot Average 
Activation Statistical Analysis
CBSI
Plot Average 
Time Series 
Baseline Correction
Extract Tasks Plus Rest
Figure 3.4: Overview of the oﬄine data analysis procedure, run separately for motor
imagery and motor execution tasks.
3.3.1 Time Series Plots
The 15-second task period for each trial was extracted from the data, along with
a period of non-task data immediately before and after the trial. CBSI was applied
to each trial period in order to reduce artifact noise and improve signal quality (see
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Section 2.5.3). Baseline correction was then performed on each trial to ensure that
the start of the task periods were all approximately zero. This was accomplished by
subtracting the average value of the data from 0.5 seconds before to 0.5 seconds after
the start of the task period from every point in the task. The average motor-imagery
and motor-execution time series for a representative optode was calculated for each
task.
3.3.2 Topographic Activation Plots
To create activation plots, the 15-second task period of each trial was extracted
immediately after preprocessing. The activation is the difference in HbO levels be-
tween the beginning and end of the trial for each optode. To calculate the activation,
the average HbO level for the first two seconds of the task was subtracted from the
average HbO level from the last 6 seconds of the task (seconds 9-15) for each optode,
resulting in a total of 24 features for each trial. The difference in activation level from
the beginning of the task was also calculated at multiple other time points during the
trial in order to visualize the change in activation over time. These averages represent
the overall activation level as compared to the start of the task.
Motor tasks were contrasted against the resting state in order to highlight dif-
ferences between the task condition and rest. The average activation level for each
optode during the rest task was subtracted from all features from that optode during
each motor task. All trials for a given task were then averaged across all subjects to
give an overall average activation level. These data were arranged into a spatial map
according to the optodes’ locations and linearly interpolated to fill in the activation
patterns. An additional analysis was performed to show the difference between motor
execution and motor imagery by subtracting the average motor-imagery values from
the motor-execution values for the corresponding optode and task.
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3.3.3 Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis was performed using linear mixed models on the average
value of the last 6 seconds of each task. Each optode was evaluated for the main effects
of task (5 levels: left hand, right hand, left foot, right foot, rest), type (2 levels: motor
imagery, motor execution), and their interaction on each optode. Multiple-testing
correction (false discovery rate: FDR) was applied to the resulting p-values for each
effect using the R p.adjust() function and the “FDR” method. Then, each optode was
evaluated for the effect of task individually for motor imagery and motor execution
(all p-values adjusted using FDR). Optodes were also evaluated for the effect of type
(motor imagery or motor execution) individually for each optode and task (p-values
adjusted using FDR).
An additional post-hoc analysis was run to determine, for each task, which optodes
had a significant increase from the beginning of the task. A linear mixed model
compared the average value from seconds 9–15 to the average value from 0–1 seconds,
individually for each optode and task. The resulting p-values were also adjusted using
FDR.
3.4 Results
Task (5 levels: left hand, right hand, left foot, right foot, rest) had a significant
effect on HbO activation (p<0.05, FDR adjusted) in fifteen optodes (1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12,
13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 24). These optodes stretch across the sensory arrays over
Cz (according to the international 10/20 system), corresponding roughly to what is
expected based on the cortical homunculus layout of the motor cortex. Motor type (2
levels: motor imagery, motor execution) showed a significant effect on HbO activation
(p<0.05, FDR adjusted) in six optodes (1, 9, 13, 16, 22, 24), all of which also showed
an effect for task. Task and type had a significant interaction (p<0.05, FDR adjusted)
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for ten optodes (1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 24) including all six optodes showing an
effect for motor type. Table 3.1 shows the full list of results.
Table 3.1: Effect of task, motor type, and task*type interaction (FDR adjusted p-
values).
Optode Task Type Task*Type
1 0.0328 0.0000 0.0329
2 0.2811 0.2673 0.0637
3 0.2016 0.1003 0.6258
4 0.4318 0.1003 0.5784
5 0.0193 0.9627 0.0072
6 0.0862 0.7860 0.7322
7 0.0000 0.5471 0.0000
8 0.2420 0.7394 0.7997
9 0.0097 0.0000 0.0105
10 0.0015 0.6030 0.0113
11 0.1327 0.2673 0.6462
12 0.0041 0.7394 0.2157
13 0.0151 0.0009 0.0399
14 0.0328 0.6030 0.9796
15 0.4834 0.6487 0.3599
16 0.0097 0.0047 0.0019
17 0.0328 0.6030 0.7997
18 0.0097 0.7394 0.4848
19 0.0328 0.1003 0.0329
20 0.7382 0.7394 0.9796
21 0.0328 0.7953 0.0566
22 0.0033 0.0000 0.0065
23 0.2811 0.2673 0.7202
24 0.0015 0.0038 0.0065
A post-hoc analysis evaluated the effect of task on each optode individually for
each motor type. Nine optodes (5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 19, 22, 24) showed a significant
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effect of task on motor execution and three optodes (1, 7, 22) showed a significant
effect of task on motor imagery (p<0.05, FDR corrected). This difference is likely due
to the weaker activation caused by motor imagery than motor execution, as previously
demonstrated in the literature. The full table of results is listed in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Effect of task by optode and motor type (FDR Adjusted p-values).
Motor Execution Motor Imagery
Optode F-Value p-Value F-Value p-Value
1 2.6811 0.0946 3.3231 0.0448
2 2.2218 0.1581 0.7146 0.7036
3 1.2542 0.4309 0.1638 0.9771
4 1.0478 0.5241 0.6683 0.7036
5 4.5772 0.0120 0.6441 0.7045
6 1.3485 0.4295 1.2604 0.4309
7 12.9852 0.0000 3.5510 0.0332
8 0.5861 0.7340 1.8726 0.2584
9 4.2945 0.0143 2.6608 0.0946
10 6.0101 0.0021 0.8421 0.6297
11 1.2692 0.4309 1.7141 0.3153
12 4.1872 0.0150 1.3980 0.4295
13 2.9167 0.0732 2.2381 0.1581
14 0.9764 0.5608 2.5690 0.1040
15 1.0897 0.5098 0.4512 0.8230
16 5.8867 0.0021 0.6750 0.7036
17 1.5853 0.3659 1.3229 0.4295
18 2.4592 0.1201 1.5325 0.3659
19 3.2432 0.0495 0.2530 0.9473
20 0.0588 0.9936 0.9298 0.5783
21 3.1099 0.0566 1.5488 0.3659
22 4.7873 0.0106 4.0439 0.0157
23 1.1272 0.4994 0.6661 0.7036
24 4.4088 0.0133 1.3407 0.4295
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An additional post-hoc analysis examined the difference in HbO activation be-
tween motor execution and motor imagery individually for each task and optode.
Eleven optodes showed a significant effect of motor type on HbO activation for at
least one and up to three of the four different tasks (p<0.05, FDR adjusted). Motor
execution showed a larger increase in HbO activation than motor imagery on the con-
tralateral hemisphere, particularly for the two hand tasks and right foot. Additionally,
the increased activation for right foot was concentrated more closely in the center,
near Cz, while the increased activation for hand tasks was further from the center and
closer to C3 and C4. Figure 3.5 shows the average difference in activation between
motor execution and motor imagery for each task. Optodes that showed a significant
effect of motor type (p<0.05, FDR adjusted) are circled, with corresponding p-values
listed in Table 3.3.
Looking at the average activation levels for motor imagery and motor execution,
it can also be seen that motor execution showed a clearer contralateral activation,
while motor imagery showed more bilateral activation patterns. The right hand task
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Figure 3.5: Average difference in activation between motor execution and motor im-
agery. Optodes with a significant effect of motor type for a given task are circled
(p<0.05, FDR adjusted).
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Table 3.3: Effect of motor type for each task and optode (FDR adjusted p-values).
Optodes LH LF RF RH
1 0.0099 0.0019 0.0709 0.0001
2 0.9573 0.7512 0.0011 0.7798
3 0.6287 0.1023 0.9311 0.4473
4 0.8615 0.9252 0.1023 0.1161
5 0.0064 0.7798 0.0675 0.4098
6 0.4473 0.9228 0.5394 0.8151
7 0.0000 0.9073 0.0010 0.8151
8 0.4098 0.9252 0.8611 0.7798
9 0.0001 0.0093 0.5702 0.2952
10 0.0008 0.8615 0.6503 0.6780
11 0.3452 0.9073 0.1947 0.9073
12 0.2466 0.9073 0.1070 0.5266
13 0.0005 0.9823 0.1023 0.1161
14 0.9252 0.8521 0.6882 0.7755
15 0.2250 0.5394 0.8151 0.4473
16 0.6705 0.8611 0.0399 0.0000
17 0.9073 0.7798 0.9823 0.3205
18 0.2810 0.5394 0.6503 0.6882
19 0.0020 0.4473 0.7798 0.6503
20 0.9073 0.9073 0.9573 0.7022
21 0.0709 0.9823 0.4473 0.2120
22 0.6705 0.0013 0.0005 0.0002
23 0.5369 0.5394 0.8615 0.1947
24 0.3157 0.1330 0.0064 0.0095
had the most similar activation pattern between motor imagery and motor execu-
tion. Additionally, the right-hand motor-imagery task has a significant effect for an
optode showing a decrease in HbO on the ipsilateral side, but none of the optodes
showing an increase in HbO (on either hemisphere) were rated as having a significant
effect. Left hand and right foot motor imagery had more bilateral or ipsilateral ac-
tivation patterns than during motor execution. The right foot task has two optodes
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that showed significant changes in activation during both motor imagery and motor
execution. Additionally, left foot motor imagery shows a more expected activation
pattern than for motor execution, with an area of activation and an optode with
statistically significant activation in the optodes near Cz on the contralateral side.
Right hand and left hand motor execution tasks are the most easily distinguished
among the tasks. Left and right foot motor execution have much more similar ac-
tivation patterns, although right foot has a more contralateral activation pattern as
opposed to that of left foot. Additionally, right hand and right foot motor imagery
are very similar, with right foot having slightly lower activation levels and less acti-
vation in the optodes further from Cz. Figure 3.6 shows the average HbO activation
(contrasted against the rest task) across all subjects from 9-15 seconds after the start
of the task. Optodes found to have a significant (p<0.05, FDR adjusted) difference
between the first second of the task and seconds 9–15 are circled.
The timing of the spatial activation patterns also differs between motor imagery
and motor execution. While both motor imagery and motor execution have relatively
low, diffuse activation at the start of the right-hand task, motor execution quickly
shifts to highly contralateral activation (by approximately 5 seconds) and remains
mostly unchanged for the duration of the task. Motor imagery shifts to contralateral
activation more slowly, by about 10–15 seconds into the task. Additionally, the motor-
imagery activation levels never reach the strength of motor execution. The timing of
HbO activation for each task is shown in Figures 3.7 to 3.10.
Differences can also be seen in the average time series of individual optodes for
each task. Activation in optode 16 during the right-hand task showed activation
during both motor execution and imagery, with a distinct tendency for larger and
faster HbO activation during motor execution. Left and right foot (in optodes 2
and 24, respectively) showed significant activation during motor execution with low
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Figure 3.6: Average HbO activation across all subjects for motor execution (top)
and motor imagery (bottom). Optodes showing a significant difference between the
beginning and end of the task are circled (p<0.05, FDR corrected).
or no corresponding activation during motor-imagery tasks. In contrast, optode 1
during the left hand tasks showed a more similar activation pattern in both time and
strength between motor imagery and motor execution. Figure 3.11 shows the average
and standard error of the time series across all subjects for a single optode during
each task.
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Figure 3.7: Average HbO activation over time for motor imagery and motor execution
during the left hand task.
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Figure 3.8: Average HbO activation over time for motor imagery and motor execution
during the right hand task.
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Figure 3.9: Average HbO activation over time for motor imagery and motor execution
during the left foot task.
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Figure 3.10: Average HbO activation over time for motor imagery and motor execution
during the right foot task.
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Figure 3.11: Average HbO and HbR activation across all subjects for a single optode
for each task. Standard error of the mean is shown as a faded area around the average.
White area from 0–15 seconds is the task period, the gray areas are the resting state
before and after the task.
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3.5 Discussion
Here I examined the differences in brain activity for upper and lower limbs during
motor-imagery and motor-execution tasks recorded using fNIRS. Motor execution and
motor imagery showed differences in activation timing of HbO, with motor imagery
activation levels increasing more slowly than the corresponding motor execution tasks.
This corroborates previous findings for upper limb tasks and extends these findings
to lower limb tasks as well [24]. There were also significant differences in the spatial
distribution of activation between execution and imagery, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Moreover, motor execution also showed higher activation levels than motor imagery
overall, reflected in both the number of optodes with significant HbO activation during
the task as well as the number of optodes showing a significant effect of task. These
are also in line with previously reported findings [24, 61]. Such differences between
execution and imagery could be due in part to the continuous somatosensory and
visual feedback of the movement and muscle stimulation that is only present during
motor execution [41,49,61].
Upper limb (i.e. left and right hand) tasks were the most easily distinguishable
for left and right comparison among the four task types based on the spatiotemporal
activation patterns. Motor execution hand tasks showed a larger increase in HbO
levels, as well as more optodes where task had a significant effect on HbO levels,
than motor imagery hand tasks. They also showed a strong contralateral activation
pattern, while motor imagery hand tasks had more bilateral activation patterns, which
has also been observed previously [51].
Right hand tasks produced primarily contralateral activation patterns during both
motor imagery and motor execution conditions, as shown in Figure 3.6, while left hand
showed a much more bilateral activation during motor imagery. This could be due
to the fact that all participants were right-handed, potentially making the right hand
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task easier to imagine. Despite its primarily contralateral activation pattern, right
hand motor imagery also showed a significant decrease in HbO levels in an optode on
the ipsilateral side, without a statistically significant increase for any optodes on the
contralateral side. This could indicate that subjects utilized an alternative strategy
rather than exactly simulating right hand tapping during the imagery. Future studies
may investigate whether training of subject and use of different mental strategies may
affect activity during motor imagery.
Foot tasks had much more bilateral or ipsilateral HbO activation patterns than
the hand tasks in both motor execution and motor imagery conditions. Right foot
motor execution showed the most contralateral activation pattern, while during motor
imagery the activation was much more ipsilateral. However, right foot was the only
task to have optodes that showed a statistically significant change from the beginning
of the task during both motor imagery and motor execution. The left foot task, on
the other hand, shows a more contralateral activation pattern and more optodes
with significant activation during motor imagery, while during motor execution the
activation is highly diffuse and bilateral, with no significant activation levels at any
of the optodes.
The highly bilateral activation patterns during lower limb tasks indicate that
distinguishing between left and right foot using fNIRS may prove difficult. Higher
resolution may be required in order to reliably distinguish between the two feet, or
they may be best used together in a single “feet” task (as done in some recent BCI
studies [5,6,74]). Alternatively, using whole leg motor imagery instead of toe or foot,
as in the EEG study by Hsu et al. [120], could cause activation patterns more readily
identifiable using fNIRS. Toe and foot motor areas are near or within the longitudinal
fissure between brain hemispheres, which is more difficult to measure, while leg motor
areas are further apart and closer to the surface of the scalp [38,39].
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A recent study demonstrated the enhanced functional connectivity between motor-
related brain regions (M1 and primary somatosensory cortex) and high-level cognitive
brain regions during the transition period between rest and hand movements [133].
As the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex seems to play a role in the preparation of the
sensorimotor system for the task, level of motivation and practice as well as mental
workload and environmental distractions could affect motor-imagery-related activity
levels.
One limitation of the current study was the lack of motor-imagery-ability evalu-
ation of the participants. Future experiments should consider screening subjects for
motor imagery abilities as suggested by Marchesotti et al. [66]. Additionally, feedback
training could be used to improve motor imagery abilities, as suggested by Miller et
al. [52]. This could also improve the ability to distinguish the two foot tasks.
Current fNIRS-based BCI systems have primarily focused on left and right hand
motor imagery tasks. These results show the possibility of using foot imagery to
complement hand imagery tasks in fNIRS-based BCI paradigms. Future BCI systems
could develop new approaches to use such multi-class motor imagery to increase
overall system performance and BCI usability.
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Chapter 4: Four-Class Motor-Imagery-Based fNIRS BCI
This chapter presents the design and evaluation of the first four-class motor-
imagery-based fNIRS BCI for robot control. The BCI controlled a robot through
high-level navigation commands (turn left, turn right, go forwards, go backwards) in
order to navigate a series of rooms containing a goal location and an obstacle. This
experiment had two parts, starting with an initial pilot BCI for oﬄine analysis of four
motor imagery tasks. A second, improved BCI used a modified protocol and was used
for both online and oﬄine analyses. The improved protocol also included a resting
state into the protocol for later oﬄine analysis of a five-class BCI.
4.1 BCI 1: Oﬄine 4-Class Motor Imagery
The goal of this pilot study was to collect data and analyze it oﬄine in order
to determine the feasibility of creating an online classifier for future experiments.
Results from this experiment have been published previously [167,168].
4.1.1 Participants
Eleven healthy participants volunteered to take part in this experiment. Subjects
were aged 18-35, right-handed, English speaking, and with vision correctable to 20/20.
No subjects reported any physical or neurological disorders, or were on medication.
The experiment was approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review Board,
and participants were informed of the experimental procedure and provided written
consent prior to participating.
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4.1.2 Experiment Protocol
Data were recorded using the same sensor setup as outlined in Section 3.2.1.
The protocol included four tasks performed under both motor execution and motor
imagery conditions: tapping of the right hand, left hand, right foot, and left foot.
The experiment consisted of three one-hour-long sessions over the course of three
days. The first two sessions were training days, used to collect initial data to train a
classifier, and the third day used this classifier in a BCI to navigate a robot to the goal
location in a series of rooms. A total of 80 motor imagery and 32 motor movement
trials were collected for each subject over the course of the two training days, with
an additional 40 motor imagery trials collected during the robot-control day.
4.1.3 Tasks
Subjects performed four tasks under both motor execution and motor imagery
conditions. During motor execution, they were instructed to tap the indicated hand
or foot once per second, self-paced. Hand tapping was demonstrated as curling and
uncurling the fingers towards the palm, similar to clenching an imaginary ball. Foot
tapping kept the heel on the floor as the ankle bent to raise and lower the toes, and
subjects were instructed to also curl and uncurl their toes during the movement.
During motor imagery tasks, subjects were instructed to imagine the same actions
as performed during motor execution but to refrain from any movement, including
muscle twitches. They were also instructed to use kinesthetic imagery, or imagine
the feelings and sensations felt during an actual movement, as kinesthetic imagery
has been shown to produce brain activation patterns more similar to actual move-
ments than visual imagery [50,69]. Subjects practiced both motor imagery and motor
execution, guided by the experimental program, before beginning the experiment in
order to familiarize themselves with the protocol and tasks.
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Trial Timing
The timings for training and robot-control days are shown in Figure 4.1. Each
trial began with 6 seconds of rest followed by a cue to indicate the upcoming task.
For the two training sessions this text indicated a specific task (e.g. left foot), while
during the robot-control task it read “Free Choice”, indicating the subject should
choose the task corresponding to the desired action of the robot.
Subjects performed the designated task for 30 seconds. During the robot control
session, the task was followed by a pause so that the subject could indicate which task
they had performed. All trials ended with a 6-second period indicating the task was
over. During the results stage of the robot control day the BCI predicted which task
the user had performed and sent the corresponding command to the robot, which
took the corresponding action.
Rest Cue Task Results
0 6 9 39 45
Seconds
PauseRest Cue Task Results
6 9 39+n 45+n
Seconds
390
Figure 4.1: Trial timing diagrams for training sessions (top) and robot control session
(bottom) for BCI 1.
Session Organization
Each day was split into two runs, as shown in Figure 4.2, with a brief pause in
between. The two training days began with 16 motor movement trials, followed by
40 motor imagery trials. Motor movement was performed before motor imagery in
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order to improve the subject’s ability to imagine performing the task. Each training
session run had an equal number of the four tasks (motor execution or motor imagery
of the right hand, left hand, right foot, and left foot) in a randomized order. The
third day (robot control) had two runs of 20 motor imagery tasks, chosen by the user,
which were used to control the BCI.
Day1
Training
Run 1
4
Right 
Hand 4
Left 
Hand 4
Left 
Foot 4
Right 
Foot
16 total trials (mixed order)
Motor Movement
Run 2
40 total trials (mixed order)
Motor Imagery
10
Right 
Hand 10
Left 
Hand 10
Left 
Foot
Day 2
Training 4
10
Right 
Hand 4
Left 
Hand 4
Left 
Foot 4
Right 
Foot
16 total trials (mixed order)
Motor Movement
40 total trials (mixed order)
Motor Imagery
10
Right 
Hand 10
Left 
Hand 10
Left 
Foot
Right 
Foot 10
Day 3
Robot Control
Virtual Robot 
Control 20
20 total trials
Motor Imagery
20 total trials
Motor Imagery
Physical Robot 
Control 20
Right 
Foot
Figure 4.2: Experiment protocol for BCI 1. Each training session began with one run
of 16 motor execution trials followed by a run of 40 motor imagery trials. The BCI
session had two runs of 20 motor imagery trials: one to control the virtual robot, and
the second to control the DARwIn-OP robot.
BCI Session
The robot-control session had two parts, beginning with control of a virtual robot
and followed by control of an actual robot. During the first run, a second monitor
displayed a first-person view of a virtual maze using the Maze Suite program [169],
as shown in Figure 4.3(A). During the second run, this monitor displayed a first
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person view recorded from a camera located in the head of the DARwIn-OP, a small
humanoid robot [170], shown in the experiment setup in Figure 4.3(B). DARwIn-OP
is 0.455 m tall, has 20 degrees of freedom, and walks on two legs in a similar manner
to humans.
Figure 4.3: View of (A) virtual room and task screen and (B) the physical robot
setup.
The objective in both runs was to use the BCI to navigate through a series of
three room designs, in which there was a single goal location (a green cube) and an
obstacle (a red cube). Subjects selected a motor imagery task corresponding to the
desired action of the (virtual or physical) robot. The task-to-command mappings are:
left foot/walk forward, left hand/turn left 90◦, right hand/turn right 90◦, and right
foot/walk backward. These four tasks were chosen to emulate a common arrow-pad
setup, and so that each action had a corresponding opposite action that could undo
a movement. The room layouts, shown in Figure 4.4, for the virtual and physical
robots were designed to be as similar as possible. This allowed the participants to
acquaint themselves with the new robot-control paradigm before adding the complex-
ities inherent in using a real robot.
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Room 1
Room 2
Room 3
Figure 4.4: The three rooms layouts used during robot control.
A room was successfully completed if the user navigated the robot to the green
cube, and it was failed if the robot touched the red cube. After completion or failure
of a room, the subject would advance to the next room. The run ended if the subject
completed (or failed) all three rooms or reached the maximum of 20 trials.
Robot Control
The C++ code used to control the DARwIn-OP used custom functions specifically
designed for the movements used in this experiment. The head position was altered
from the default walking pose for a better view of the goal and obstacles from the head
camera. Additionally, the number and angle of steps used for turns were adjusted
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empirically to be as close to a 90◦ turn in place as possible. Similarly, the number of
steps when walking forwards and backwards were adjusted so that the robot covered
the same distance in either direction. The C++ code was then wrapped in a Python
class for ease of communication with the BCI computer over TCP/IP.
The virtual robot was controlled using the control functions built in to MazeSuite.
It could make perfect 90◦ turns in place, and the forward and backward distance was
adjusted to match the relative distance traveled by the DARwIn-OP as closely as
possible.
4.1.4 Data Analysis
Data from all three days (two training days and a robot-control day) were analyzed
oﬄine in order to perform an initial evaluation of the system. This analysis was also
used to determine a potential online classifier for use in future BCI experiments. The
raw optical data was converted to HbO and HbR data, and then low-pass filtered using
a 20th order FIR filter with a 0.1Hz cutoff. Artifacts and optodes with poor signal
quality in the two training sessions were noted by an expert, and these contaminated
sections were removed. Four subjects’ data were excluded entirely due to extremely
poor signal quality. No optode cleaning was applied to the robot-control data, in
order to more accurately simulate a real-time field conditions. CAR-based spatial
filtering was used to enhance local HbO and HbR changes in the data. The data for
all optodes in each task period were then baseline corrected by taking the average of
the first 2 seconds of the task period, then subtracting that value from all of the data
in that task for that optode.
Features were calculated on the total hemoglobin (HbT) level at each optode, as
this outperformed HbO, HbR, and Oxy (the difference between HbO and HbR), on
average across subjects in a preliminary analysis on the first two days [167] and has
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been shown to be a better indication of activation for fNIRS [171]. The average value
for each optode was calculated for each task period from 9–15 seconds after the start
of the task as this period is the expected peak activation.
The features were classified using a linear support vector machine (SVM) using
the scikit-learn package [172]. Results are reported as accuracy (average number of
correct classifications), precision (positive prediction value), recall (sensitivity or true
positive rate), F-score (the balance between precision and recall), and the area under
the ROC curve (AUC). The F-score is calculated as F-Score = 2× precision×recallprecision+recall . AUC
for multiple classes is reported using both macro-averaging, which weights all classes
equally regardless of size, and micro-averaging, which weights all examples equally.
4.1.5 Results
Table 4.1 shows the oﬄine results of the robot-control data (Day 3) using a clas-
sifier trained using the training sessions (Day 1 and 2). Subject S1 is able to achieve
relatively high accuracy using this method (60% on a 4-class problem). However,
most other subjects performed around chance levels.
Table 4.1: Results for robot control using day 1 & day 2 as training data.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Avg.
Accuracy 60.00 27.50 37.50 25.00 25.00 30.00 22.50 32.50
Precision 0.52 0.27 0.30 0.17 0.21 0.23 0.17 0.27
Recall 0.52 0.30 0.33 0.20 0.25 0.23 0.24 0.30
F-Score 0.52 0.29 0.31 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.20 0.28
AUC (micro) 0.75 0.53 0.62 0.52 0.52 0.58 0.43 0.56
AUC (macro) 0.72 0.52 0.60 0.51 0.47 0.55 0.50 0.55
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To reduce the effect of running the experiment across multiple days, a second set
of classifiers used half of the robot-control data (randomly selected, evenly distributed
across tasks) in addition to the training data from the first two days to calibrate the
classifier to the new cap position. Table 4.2 shows the results after 10 repetitions
of randomly assigning the robot-control data between training and test sets. These
10 splits were then reversed, so that each half of the Day 3 data was assigned to
the opposite set (training or testing). The difference in accuracy between the two
methods is shown in Figure 4.5
Using calibration improves accuracy by an average of 11.8%, with subjects S1 and
S6 showing the highest increases (13.68% and 34.85%, respectively). Some of this
improvement may be due to participant S6 selecting to use a high percentage of the
same task during the third trial (78% left hand). However, the remaining subjects
(including S1) used a more uniform distribution of tasks during the third day. This
is reflected in the AUC calculations, where S6 has a much higher micro-AUC, while
the macro-AUC (which weights all classes equally, regardless of size) is lower.
Table 4.2: Results using days 1, 2, and half of the robot control data for training.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 Avg.
Accuracy 73.68 36.75 39.25 37.49 26.35 64.85 31.55 44.28
Precision 0.69 0.32 0.37 0.36 0.24 0.19 0.27 0.35
Recall 0.63 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.24 0.21 0.31 0.35
F-Score 0.66 0.32 0.36 0.37 0.24 0.20 0.29 0.35
AUC (micro) 0.88 0.60 0.64 0.61 0.56 0.77 0.55 0.66
AUC (macro) 0.85 0.52 0.60 0.61 0.51 0.41 0.53 0.58
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Figure 4.5: Increase in accuracy using calibration data as compared to using only
training days as training data. Error bars show the standard deviation across 10
repetitions, with the error bar for average showing the standard deviation of the
accuracy across subjects.
4.2 BCI 2: Online 4-Class Motor Imagery
This second experiment uses a modified protocol based on the results of the pilot
study, outlined in Section 4.1. Tasks were shortened to 15 seconds in order to reduce
subject fatigue and increase the number of trials in each session. Additional prepro-
cessing techniques were evaluated when selecting an online classifier for each subject
in order to improve online BCI performance.
A rest task was also added to the two training sessions. The rest task was not used
in the online BCI, but was included for use in later oﬄine analysis in order to evaluate
the feasibility of it as a fifth class, or no-control state, in a BCI. Use of a no-control
state has shown promise in motor-imagery EEG BCIs, and grant the user more control
over the timing of commands [173]. More emphasis was also placed on the kinesthetic
aspect of motor imagery, in order to improve participant understanding of the task
and improve their motor imagery abilities. The data acquisition, experiment control
system, GUI, and robot control were unchanged.
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The rest of this section outlines the experiment modifications in more detail, and
results for the online BCI are reported. Part or all of the dataset described in this
section was also used for the analyses in Chapters 3, 5, and 6. Results reported here
have been published previously [174].
4.2.1 Participants
Thirteen healthy participants volunteered to take part in this experiment. Sub-
jects were aged 18-35, right-handed, English speaking, and with vision correctable to
20/20. No subjects reported any physical or neurological disorders, or were on medi-
cation. The experiment was approved by the Drexel University Institutional Review
Board, and participants were informed of the experimental procedure and provided
written consent prior to participating.
4.2.2 Experiment Protocol
The revised protocol included a total of five tasks: the four original tasks (motor
execution and motor imagery of the right hand, left hand, right foot, and left foot)
and a fifth “rest” task. As before, data were recorded in two training days and a third
robot-control day. The two training days are as described previously in Chapter 3.
The robot control is the same as in the pilot study, except that participants now
have 30 trials to try to complete each set of rooms. A total of 150 motor imagery
and 60 motor movement trials were collected for each subject over the course of the
two training days, with an additional 60 motor imagery trials collected during the
robot-control day.
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Trial Timing
The timings for training and robot-control days are shown in Figure 4.6. The
overall trial time was shortened from 45 seconds in the pilot BCI to 30 seconds for
training days and 36 seconds for the robot control day. The initial rest period was
increased from 6 to 9 seconds to ensure blood flow had more time to return to a
resting state before starting the task, and the task period was reduced from 30 to 15
seconds. During training days, the trial end period was reduced from 6 to 4 seconds,
while during the BCI control day it was increased to 10 seconds in order to give the
participant time to observe the robot’s movement and decide on their next move.
Rest Cue Task
Trial
Finished
0 9 11 26 30
Seconds
Rest Cue Task BCI
0 9 11 26+n 36+n
Seconds
26
Report
Figure 4.6: Trial timing diagrams for training sessions (top) and robot control session
(bottom) for BCI 2.
Session Organization
The two training days were split into two runs, one for motor execution and one
for motor imagery, which were repeated three times as shown in Figure 4.7. The
third day (robot control) had two runs of 30 motor imagery tasks, chosen by the user,
which were used to control the BCI.
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Figure 4.7: Trial organization protocol for the two training days and single robot
control day for BCI 2.
4.2.3 Data Analysis
In addition to the evaluation of the classifier performance during the online BCI,
a secondary oﬄine analysis of the data was performed to further compare the two
robot BCIs.
Online BCI Analysis
Motor imagery data from the two training days were used to train a subject-specific
classifier to control the BCI during the third day. The rest and motor execution trials
were excluded from the training set, as the BCI only used the four motor imagery
tasks. All data recordings from the training days for HbO, HbR, and HbT were
filtered using a 20th-order FIR filter with a 0.1 Hz cutoff. Arfitacts and optodes
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with poor signal quality were noted and removed by the researcher. One subject was
excluded from the results due to insufficient data quality.
Five different preprocessing methods were evaluated: only a filter, CAR, CBSI,
TRCA, or both CAR and TRCA (referred to in the tables as preprocessing). Indi-
vidual task periods were extracted and baseline corrected, using the first 2 seconds
of each task as the baseline level. Four different types of features were calculated
individually on each optode for HbO, HbO & HbR, and HbT. The features used
were: mean (average value of the last 10 seconds of the task), median (median of
the last 10 seconds of the task), max (maximum value of the last 10 seconds of the
task), and slope (slope of the line of best fit of the first 7 seconds of data). Each
feature set was reduced to between 4 and 8 features using recursive feature selection.
If both HbO and HbR were used, the specified number of features were selected for
each chromophore. This resulted in 300 possible datasets (5 preprocessing methods,
3 chromophore combinations, 4 types of features, and 5 levels of feature reduction).
Features in each set were normalized to have zero mean and unit variance.
LDA was used for the online classifiers, implemented via the Scikit-learn toolkit
[172]. Unlike SVMs, LDA does not require parameter tuning, which reduces the
number of possible choices when selecting a classifier. As there were already many
factors under test, eliminating parameter tuning could help reduce the likelihood
of selecting an overfitted classifier by reducing the number of classifiers examined.
Also, there was a large time constraint in training and selecting the online classifier,
sometimes only 24 hours to prepare classifiers for up to two subjects. Reducing the
time required to select an online classifier helped ensure that a thorough analysis
could be completed between the second and third days.
Classifiers for the BCI were trained on the data from the two training days, fol-
lowing the flow chart shown in Figure 4.8. The classifiers were evaluated on all
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permutations of chromophore, preprocessing steps, feature, and number of kept fea-
tures. The classifier that achieved the best transfer accuracy between the training
sessions (the average accuracy of the classifier when using one day as training and
the other as testing data) was retrained on all the motor imagery training data (120
examples) and used as the online classifier.
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Figure 4.8: Flow chart for creation of the online classifier.
Classifier performance is reported as accuracy (average number of correct classifi-
cations), precision (positive prediction value), recall (sensitivity or true positive rate),
F-score (the balance between precision and recall), and the macro-averaged area under
the ROC curve (AUC). The F-score is calculated as F-Score = 2× precision×recallprecision+recall .
Oﬄine Analysis
For the oﬄine analysis, automatic quality analysis was used to determine which
optodes and trials should be removed due to poor quality after filtering, as described
in Section 2.5.1. Five additional subjects were omitted from oﬄine analysis due to
an insufficient number of remaining optodes.
CAR was used for the preprocessing method, followed by task data extraction and
baseline correction as in the online analysis. Oﬄine analysis analyzed the average HbO
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activation levels during the first and last second of each trial. Statistical analysis was
done using linear mixed models, with multiple tests corrected using false discovery
rate (FDR).
4.2.4 Results
Online Results
While controlling the online four-class BCI, participants achieved an average ac-
curacy of 27.12% for the entire session. Five participants (S1, S5, S7, S8, and S11)
achieved accuracy above 30% or higher, reaching as high as 36.67% accuracy (S8).
The online accuracy, precision, recall, F-Score, and AUC for each subject are detailed
in Table 4.3. Table 4.4 shows the classifier parameters selected for each subject for
their online classifier.
Table 4.3: Online BCI results during the robot control session.
Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC
S1 30.00 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.50
S2 27.12 0.32 0.29 0.30 0.50
S3 25.00 0.19 0.25 0.22 0.47
S4 21.67 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.50
S5 30.00 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.54
S6 26.67 0.37 0.28 0.32 0.50
S7 35.00 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.59
S8 36.67 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.53
S9 18.33 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.54
S10 20.00 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.45
S11 31.67 0.22 0.25 0.24 0.49
S12 23.33 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.52
Average 27.12 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.51
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Table 4.4: Online BCI classifier parameters selected for each subject.
Subject Chromophore Preprocessing Feature # Features
S1 HbO & HbR CAR & TRCA Median 8
S2 HbO & HbR CAR Max 8
S3 HbT CAR Mean 5
S4 HbT TRCA Median 4
S5 HbT None Max 8
S6 HbO & HbR CAR Mean 8
S7 HbO & HbR None Median 8
S8 HbO CAR Mean 5
S9 HbO & HbR None Max 8
S10 HbT CBSI Median 8
S11 HbO & HbR CAR Median 8
S12 HbT CAR Max 5
There was a significant increase in classification accuracy during DARwIn-OP
control as compared to virtual robot control (one-sided paired t-test, p = 0.031), with
the average accuracy increasing from 24.51% to 29.72%. All but one subject achieved
the same or better performance in the second run while controlling the DARwIn-
OP than during the first run with the virtual robot, and two subjects achieved 40%
accuracy. The online accuracy, precision, recall, F-Score, and AUC for each subject
are detailed in Table 4.5. One subject (S5) did not use the left hand command during
the virtual robot run, and therefore no AUC value is listed.
This improvement in performance appears to be reflected in the number of goals
reached by the participants. While controlling the virtual robot, subject S11 was the
only participant to run into an obstacle, and they were also the only participant to
reach a goal. During control of the DARWIn-OP robot, two subjects (S2 and S5)
reached two of the goals, and two others (S1 and S11) reached a single goal. Two
subjects (S1 and S7) collided with an obstacle while navigating the physical robot.
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Table 4.5: Online BCI results for virtual and DARwIn-OP BCIs individually.
Virtual Robot BCI DARwIn Robot BCI
Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score AUC
S1 23.33 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.51 36.67 0.36 0.38 0.37 0.53
S2 24.14 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.40 30.00 0.44 0.34 0.38 0.63
S3 23.33 0.16 0.25 0.19 0.55 26.67 0.20 0.23 0.21 0.43
S4 26.67 0.36 0.44 0.40 0.59 16.67 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.47
S5 30.00 0.29 0.23 0.25 N/A 30.00 0.35 0.31 0.33 0.57
S6 13.33 0.21 0.14 0.17 0.42 40.00 0.55 0.52 0.53 0.65
S7 33.33 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.59 36.67 0.46 0.39 0.42 0.57
S8 33.33 0.29 0.30 0.29 0.53 40.00 0.40 0.35 0.38 0.54
S9 16.67 0.16 0.22 0.18 0.52 20.00 0.25 0.20 0.22 0.55
S10 20.00 0.17 0.22 0.20 0.42 20.00 0.20 0.17 0.18 0.48
S11 30.00 0.23 0.25 0.24 0.44 33.33 0.19 0.27 0.22 0.54
S12 20.00 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.50 26.67 0.26 0.30 0.28 0.58
Average 24.51 0.24 0.26 0.25 0.50 29.72 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.54
Table 4.6 shows the number of goals reached and the number of obstacle collisions
for each subject.
Table 4.6: Number of reached goals and obstacle collisions during BCI control.
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12
Goals (virtual) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Obstacles (virtual) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Goals (actual) 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Obstacles (actual) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Goals (total) 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Obstacles (total) 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Subjects S1 and S6, who showed the largest improvement between the virtual and
DARwIn-OP BCIs, have confusion matrices that indicate differing methods used to
increase accuracy. The confusion matrix of online classification results for subject
S1 shows a strong diagonal pattern during when controlling the DARwIn-OP, as ex-
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pected for a well-performing classifier. Interestingly, left foot and right foot are never
misclassified as the opposite foot, as might be expected based on their close prox-
imity in homuncular organization, even though such misclassifications were present
when controlling the virtual robot. Left hand was the most frequently misclassified
task, commonly confused with left foot and right hand. Left foot tasks were also mis-
classified as left hand tasks, but were correctly classified much more often. Subject
S6, on the other hand, achieved higher accuracy when controlling the DARwIn-OP
by primarily classifying the two hand tasks correctly. This subject’s classifier had a
strong tendency to predict right hand tasks during both BCIs, although actual right
hand tasks were often misclassified during virtual robot control. The two foot tasks
in both scenarios were frequently misclassified, typically as right hand. The confusion
matrices are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices for the two subjects showing the most improvement
between the virtual and DARwIn-OP online BCI results. The confusion matrices
indicate different strategies for improving accuracy during DARwIn-OP control: S1
shows a mostly diagonal pattern while S6 shows a focus on correct classification of
the two hand tasks.
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Oﬄine Results
Oﬄine analysis found that optode (24 levels), the interaction of optode and task
(4 levels: right hand, left hand, left foot, right foot), and the interaction of optode
and robot type (2 levels: virtual, DARwIn-OP) had a significant effect on the average
HbO activation during the last second of each trial. A post-hoc analysis on the effects
of task, robot type, and the task*robot type interaction found no significant effect on
individual optodes. F-values and p-values for the main effects are shown in Table 4.7,
with the post-hoc analysis presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.7: Effects and interactions of task (4 levels: left hand, left foot, right foot,
right hand), optode (24 levels: optode 1 – optode 24), and robot type (2 levels:
virtual, DARwIn-OP) for the BCI control session.
F-value p-value
Task 0.011 0.998
Optode 10.982 0.000
Robot Type 0.043 0.835
Optode*Task 1.393 0.018
Task*Robot Type 0.008 0.999
Optode*Robot Type 2.155 0.001
Optode*Task*Robot Type 1.147 0.192
A second post-hoc analysis shows that robot type had a significant effect on at
least one optode under each task condition (p<0.05, FDR corrected). The effect was
found for two optodes (14 and 16) for the left hand task, one optode (14) for left foot,
6 optodes (4, 9, 16, 18, 20, 23) for right foot, and one optode (6) for right hand. The
full table of p-values is available in Table 4.9.
A comparison of topographic HbO activation levels demonstrates differences be-
tween individual tasks as well as the two BCIs. Left hand shows a much more con-
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Table 4.8: Post-hoc analysis on the effect of task (4 levels: left hand, left foot, right
foot, right hand), robot type (2 levels: virtual, DARwIn-OP) and their interaction
on HbO activation for individual optodes.
Task Robot Type Task*Robot Type
Optode F-value p-value F-value p-value F-value p-value
1 0.9408 0.5522 0.2924 0.6941 0.4105 0.8948
2 0.9346 0.5522 1.0982 0.5463 0.8245 0.7127
3 1.7630 0.4717 1.8804 0.4580 2.4475 0.5186
4 0.9346 0.5522 5.9306 0.1258 0.8028 0.7127
5 0.9963 0.5522 0.0479 0.8812 0.2471 0.9298
6 2.6925 0.3333 1.2457 0.5463 0.0336 0.9917
7 0.7741 0.6119 0.8556 0.6107 1.4346 0.6509
8 2.3763 0.3400 8.7333 0.0829 1.0739 0.6931
9 3.0851 0.3333 0.6942 0.6223 1.6322 0.6509
10 0.5928 0.7089 1.1857 0.5463 1.4265 0.6509
11 0.9551 0.5522 2.9775 0.2942 0.2902 0.9298
12 0.9441 0.5522 0.2649 0.6941 0.8360 0.7127
13 1.2165 0.5522 0.6673 0.6223 1.5536 0.6509
14 0.9103 0.5522 0.0014 0.9703 1.4005 0.6509
15 0.1481 0.9308 0.0386 0.8812 0.6334 0.7922
16 1.7515 0.4717 5.3634 0.1286 4.0993 0.1764
17 0.1912 0.9308 3.5790 0.2393 0.2076 0.9298
18 3.3699 0.3333 1.5520 0.5145 1.2026 0.6924
19 1.1593 0.5522 0.3174 0.6941 1.0408 0.6931
20 2.0345 0.4397 0.4267 0.6941 2.4621 0.5186
21 0.9798 0.5522 7.3015 0.0894 0.4121 0.8948
22 0.2200 0.9308 0.4009 0.6941 1.1818 0.6924
23 2.5623 0.3333 2.0236 0.4580 1.8086 0.6509
24 1.1079 0.5522 4.0037 0.2237 0.7825 0.7127
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Table 4.9: Post-hoc analysis on the effect of robot type (2 levels: virtual, DARwIn-
OP) on HbO activation for individual optodes and tasks. Significant effects (p<0.05,
FDR corrected) are highlighted in bold.
Left Hand Left Foot Right Foot Right Hand
1 0.9807 0.6630 0.5577 0.8224
2 0.1448 0.1358 0.9004 0.3222
3 0.4626 0.5369 0.0642 0.2045
4 0.5086 0.4521 0.0194 0.4521
5 0.8119 0.6378 0.2193 0.9781
6 0.2530 0.7184 0.8019 0.0261
7 0.5958 0.3246 0.8019 0.4311
8 0.1304 0.7213 0.6216 0.5574
9 0.7780 0.4521 0.0386 0.5442
10 0.7267 0.5878 0.5574 0.9004
11 0.5574 0.1464 0.2451 0.3952
12 0.4785 0.3536 0.0532 0.5369
13 0.8224 0.6638 0.2451 0.5086
14 0.0261 0.0386 0.6216 0.5574
15 0.8655 0.8119 0.4961 0.8119
16 0.0261 0.6216 0.0396 0.1740
17 0.7856 0.8576 0.5369 0.6354
18 0.2451 0.4455 0.0325 0.5574
19 0.8119 0.4961 0.9807 0.6216
20 0.9334 0.1308 0.0261 0.9614
21 0.4723 0.8052 0.5087 0.7267
22 0.5146 0.4521 0.6216 0.5442
23 0.6636 0.4961 0.0261 0.6493
24 0.4740 0.5756 0.1308 0.5577
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tralateral activation pattern with the DARwIn-OP robot, with a significant decrease
in HbO levels on the ipsilateral side. In contrast, it had more ipsilateral activation
pattern and no significant optodes during control of the virtual robot. Right hand,
however, becomes strongly ipsilateral, with one ipsilateral optode showing significant
activation, during the DARwIn-OP BCI.
Right foot becomes more contralaterally activated, with stronger activation closer
to Cz on the contralateral side and a significant decrease in activation on the ipsilateral
side. Left foot changes from a centralized bilateral activation near Cz when controlling
the virtual robot to a more diffuse and ipsilateral activation pattern during DARwIn-
OP control. It does, however, show an optode with significant decrease in HbO
activation on the ipsilateral side during DARwIn-OP control.
Topographic plots of the average HbO activation during the last second of each
task across all subjects are shown in Figure 4.10. Optodes showing a significant
difference in average HbO level between the first and last second of the task are
circled (p<0.05, FDR corrected).
4.3 Discussion
This chapter presents the results of two BCIs using four motor-imagery tasks to
control a virtual and actual robot. The pilot study (BCI 1) demonstrated the fea-
sibility of developing a four-class motor-imagery-based fNIRS BCI, with one subject
in particular achieving 60% classification accuracy with the oﬄine classifier. While
there was a large variance in the average accuracy across the subjects, it indicates
that at least some subjects could achieve high performance with the BCI. The second
BCI (BCI 2) improved on the pilot study through increased emphasis on kinesthetic
imagery during instructions, shortened trial length, and an increased number of col-
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Figure 4.10: Average HbO activation for each task during virtual and DARwIn-OP
robot BCIs. Optodes with significant changes in activation between the first and last
second of the task are circled (p<0.05, FDR corrected).
lected trials. The average classification accuracy of the online classifier was 27.12%,
with the best-performing subject reaching 36.7%.
There were significant differences in performance between controlling the virtual
robot and the physical DARwIn-OP robot with the BCI. Subjects had significantly
higher accuracy when controlling the DARwIn-OP robot than when controlling the
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virtual robot (29.72% vs 24.51% accuracy, respectively). An oﬄine analysis showed
that the interaction between optode and robot type had a significant effect on HbO
levels, indicating that this increase in accuracy may be at least partially due to changes
in HbO activation patterns during the tasks. Topographic plots of HbO activation
also showed changes in activation pattern between the virtual and DARwIn-OP BCIs,
with left hand and right foot tasks moving to a more contralateral activation pattern
while right hand and left foot became more ipsilateral in the second BCI.
These changes could be due to the participant’s adapting their mental strategy
based on the BCI’s classifier while controlling the virtual robot, thereby modifying
their motor imagery activation patterns. Confusion matrices of the online BCI clas-
sifiers show different patterns of correct and incorrect classification between subjects
and between control of the virtual and physical robot. Such changes could reflect
differences in the activation patterns generated during motor imagery, potentially
showing differences in mental strategy developed by the participants while using the
BCIs. This is in line with previous findings that feedback, especially from a BCI, can
improve motor imagery activation [76–79]. Participants could also have improved as
they became more familiar with the BCI experiment protocol, increasing their confi-
dence in using the BCI, which has also been shown to have an effect on motor imagery
ability [63].
It is also possible that the differences between the virtual and DARwIn-OP them-
selves contributed to differences in subject performance. The more realistic visuals
when using the DARwIn-OP could have had an effect, similar to the results found
by Alimardani et al. [79]. There has been limited study on this topic, and further
experiments would be needed in order to determine if this was a factor in subject
performance.
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There was a large difference between the accuracy of the highest-accuracy and
lowest-accuracy subjects (40% vs 16% accuracy), in line with previous findings that
people have different motor imagery abilities [63,65,66]. Future studies could be im-
proved by screening participants for motor imagery abilities, as suggested by March-
esotti et al. [66], and potentially using feedback to improve the performance of partic-
ipants identified as low-motor-imagery-ability [52]. As Bauer et al. found that the use
of a robot BCI could improve motor imagery performance, longer or additional BCI
sessions could be incorporated in order to improve motor imagery performance [78].
The online classifier selected from multiple preprocessing pipelines for each sub-
ject based on classifier performance on the two training days. While this allows one
more element of customization for each subject-specific classifier, it also increases
the likelihood of overfitting on the training data, which can result in poor perfor-
mance on the online BCI. Future work could compare the different preprocessing
methods and select a single method that performs best across subjects. Additionally,
the ability to distinguish between four motor imagery tasks with simple descriptive
features and classifiers may be limited. Future work could employ more intelligent
feature reduction methods (e.g. Sequential Floating Forward Selection) or explore
more powerful feature design methods using deep neural networks or autoencoders.
The more powerful classification abilities of neural networks may also prove benefi-
cial for improving BCI performance, as has been explored recently with EEG-based
BCIs [135,136,138,140].
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Chapter 5: Methods For Enhancing BCI Performance
This chapter outlines oﬄine analyses that evaluate methods to improve perfor-
mance of the four-class motor-imagery-based BCI. Multiple spatial and temporal
preprocessing methods that have been recommended for use with fNIRS BCIs are
presented in a side-by-side comparison. Additionally, different classification algo-
rithms are explored to determine their effect on BCI performance. Finally, neural
networks are explored for their ability to design new features from raw input data,
rather than using experimenter-designed features.
5.1 Data Analysis
This chapter uses the dataset described in Section 4.2, with data from the two
training days used as training data and data from the BCI session used as test data.
Validation, used for feature-set selection and parameter tuning, was performed by
taking the average accuracy of the classifier when trained on one training day and
tested on the other day.
Recorded signals were low-pass filtered with a 3rd-order Butterworth IIR filter
with a 0.1Hz cutoff. Using the forward-backward method, this filter has linear phase
and does not have a time delay, unlike FIR filters. Automatic data quality analysis
was used for the oﬄine analysis, as described in Section 2.5.1. Four subjects were
excluded due to an insufficient number of optodes. Data quality analysis was only
run on training data, in order to better simulate an online BCI.
Eight preprocessing methods were evaluated: filtering only, filtering & CBSI, fil-
tering & CAR, filtering & TRCA, filtering & CBSI & CAR, filtering & CBSI &
TRCA, filtering & CAR & TRCA, and filtering & CBSI & CAR & TRCA. Baseline
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correction, task extraction, and feature normalization were the same as described in
Section 4.2. For each preprocessing method, classifiers were trained individually for
each subject using the best validation results to select the feature set and amount of
feature reduction.
A feature set was selected individually for each subject via validation. Seven
feature calculation methods were available for selection: mean, max, median, slope,
variance, time to peak, and range. The mean, max, and median values were computed
for each optode on the last 6 seconds of data, and slope was calculated on seconds 2-7
of the trial. Variance, time to peak, and the range (maximum minus the minimum)
were calculated on all 15 seconds of the trial. Features were calculated on HbO, HbT,
or HbO & HbR data. When using LDA and SVM for classification, the 4, 6, or 8 best
features were chosen by RFE, resulting in 63 possible feature sets (7 feature types, 3
chromophore options, 3 RFE options).
Neural networks were also evaluated for their ability to design their own features
based on high-dimensional input data. All networks were created in Python using the
Keras library1. For baseline comparison, feed-forward neural networks were trained on
the same features as LDA and SVM. When using neural networks feature reduction
was not applied, allowing the network to select the most relevant features. This
resulted in 21 possible feature sets (7 feature types, 3 chromophore options). The
feed-forward networks were also evaluated using a new feature: the full time series
data from all optodes concatenated into a single feature vector. Validation selected
the best of three datasets: time series data for HbO, HbT, or HbO & HbR.
Feed-forward neural network models were evaluated using 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30
rectified linear hidden units with four softmax output units. A dropout rate of 10%
after the input layer and 50% after the hidden layer (if present) was used to reduce
1https://keras.io
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overfitting. Validation was run with early stopping with a patience of 3000 epochs,
and the epoch with the best validation accuracy was selected as the “best” epoch.
When evaluating the test data, it used the largest of the two epochs chosen during
validation.
Two-dimensional CNNs were also evaluated on the data. For two-dimensional
analysis, the mean features calculated on HbT were arranged according to their spatial
location on the scalp and were interpolated to create a 10×5 feature for each trial, as
shown in Figure 5.1(a). Preprocessing methods involving TRCA were not included,
as it removes the spatial relationships between the recorded signals. A 10% dropout
was applied to the input layer followed by a 2-D convolutional layer, a max-pooling
layer, a 50% dropout layer, a fully-connected hidden layer, and a final 50% dropout
layer before the output. These networks were evaluated using 100, 150, 200, and 300
convolutional filters as well as 25, 50, or 100 units in the fully-connected layer.
Three-dimensional CNNs were similar to two-dimensional CNNs, but use time
as the third axis, resulting in input examples that are “movies” of HbO activation
over time, as shown in Figure 5.1(b). Adding a third dimension results in a much
larger network, with greater potential for overfitting. To alleviate this, each trial
was split into 10 different examples by taking every tenth data point, such that each
new example has one datapoint from each second. For example, xi0 uses datapoints
t0, t10, · · · t140, xi1 uses datapoints t1, t11, · · · t141, etc. The structure was otherwise
similar to the two-dimension CNNs: A 10% dropout was applied to the input layer,
followed by a 2-D convolutional layer, a max-pooling layer, a 50% dropout layer, a
fully-connected hidden layer, and a final 50% dropout layer before the output. The
networks were evaluated using 100 or 200 convolutional filters and 5 or 10 hidden units.
Due to the much longer training time for larger networks, only the best-performing
preprocessing methods from the two-dimensional CNN were evaluated.
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(a) 2D topographic feature.
... ... ...
(b) 3D topographic timeseries feature.
Figure 5.1: Features used for (a) 2D CNN and (b) 3D CNN.
5.2 Results
The highest accuracy using experimenter-chosen features was obtained using an
LDA classifier with filtering & CAR & TRCA (30.05%), followed by filtering & CBSI
(28.58%) and filtering & CAR (28.56%). The SVM classifier was unable to achieve
any results noticeably above 25%. The average and standard error of the accuracy
for LDA and SVM classifiers are shown in Figure 5.2.
Looking at results for individual subjects for the LDA classifier, 6 out of 9 sub-
jects achieved at least 30% accuracy using the low-pass filter & CAR & TRCA. All
participants were able to reach 30% accuracy using at least one of the preprocessing
methods and one participant (S8) was able to achieve 40% accuracy using filtering &
CBSI & CAR & TRCA. The accuracy for each is shown in Table 5.1.
The best average results on this dataset, 30.43% accuracy, were achieved using
the 2-D CNN. The best-performing model had 100 convolutional filters, 100 hidden
units, and used filtering & CBSI preprocessing methods on HbT data. Five subjects
achieved 30% accuracy or higher, with subjects S4 and S4 achieving 41.67% and 45%
accuracy, respectively. In general, overall accuracy improves as the model becomes
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Figure 5.2: Average and standard error of accuracy for 4-class motor imagery classi-
fication.
more complex, with the exception of 3D CNNs, which perform only slightly better
than neural networks with simple features.
Several subjects show consistently good performance across neural network mod-
els (S1, S2, S4), while others only show good performance with one or two methods.
In particular, S5 obtains the highest accuracy of all subjects with a 2D CNN, but has
poor performance using all other methods, indicating that the spatial information
captured in a convolutional neural network was important to classification perfor-
mance for this subject. Subjects S6, S8, S10, and S11 also had much higher results
when time-series information was included in the model. Additionally, subject S11
had particularly poor performance with the 2D CNN, even though they achieve higher
accuracy using other neural network methods. This could indicate that there was a
problem training that network, such as too low an epoch selected during validation.
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Table 5.1: Individual subject accuracy for 4-Class motor imagery classification using
LDA.
Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter
& CBSI & CAR & TRCA & CBSI & CBSI & CAR & CBSI
& CAR & TRCA & TRCA & CAR
& TRCA
S1 30.00 31.67 38.33 16.67 26.67 23.33 23.33 25.00
S2 20.34 30.51 23.73 23.73 27.12 27.12 25.42 18.64
S4 30.00 25.00 23.33 23.33 31.67 16.67 36.67 26.67
S5 16.67 21.67 36.67 26.67 25.00 30.00 18.33 26.67
S6 21.67 28.33 30.00 21.67 36.67 25.00 31.67 28.33
S8 18.33 33.33 25.00 25.00 21.67 18.33 36.67 40.00
S10 23.33 26.67 25.00 21.67 23.33 21.67 30.00 30.00
S11 18.33 21.67 18.33 15.00 21.67 16.67 38.33 13.33
S12 20.00 38.33 36.67 20.00 35.00 28.33 30.00 20.00
Avg. 22.07 28.58 28.56 21.53 27.64 23.01 30.05 25.40
Table 5.2 shows the accuracy for each subject for the best-performing network (on
average) using four different models.
When using the same features as LDA and SVM, all feed-forward neural network
models had highly similar results, though using 5 hidden units may have slightly more
consistent results across preprocessing methods. The model with 20 hidden neurons
had the best accuracy with filtering & CBSI & TRCA at 28.21% Figure 5.3 shows
the mean and standard error of the accuracy for five different network models.
Allowing the neural network to use the full time series produces slightly better
results than using the simple, hand-picked feature sets. With 5 Hidden neurons, the
best results achieved are 29.69% with filtering & TRCA followed by filtering & CAR
with 28.01% accuracy. Using 30 hidden neurons, the network performs best with
filtering & CAR & TRCA (29.50%), filtering only (28.94%), and filtering & CBSI
& CAR & TRCA (28.00%). Figure 5.4 shows the mean and standard error of the
accuracy for the five network models.
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Table 5.2: Best overall results for four neural network techniques.
Simple NN TS NN 2D CNN 3D CNN
S1 35.00 33.33 33.33 33.33
S2 32.20 28.81 30.51 30.51
S4 41.67 33.33 41.67 41.67
S5 16.67 20.00 45.00 20.00
S6 23.33 30.00 25.00 25.00
S8 25.00 31.67 33.33 25.00
S10 21.67 31.67 26.67 26.67
S11 23.33 30.00 13.33 30.00
S12 35.00 26.67 25.00 25.00
Avg. 28.21 29.50 30.43 28.58
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Figure 5.3: Results for 4-class neural networks with simple features. Error bars show
the standard error of the average accuracy.
The best-performing 2D CNN had 100 convolutional filters, 100 hidden units,
and used filtering & CBSI preprocessing. It achieved 30.43% accuracy, the highest
accuracy found on this dataset. A plot of the 5 best-performing models is shown in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Results for 4-class neural networks with full time series data. Error bars
show the standard error of the average accuracy.
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Figure 5.5: Results for the best 4-class 2D CNN models with 100, 150, 200, or 300
convolutional filters (CF) and 25, 50, or 100 hidden unites (HU).
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5.3 Discussion
There was minimal consistency in performance among the preprocessing meth-
ods, as different methods worked best for different classifiers and different task condi-
tions. The LDA classifier was able to perform slightly better than the online classifier
(29.42%, Section 4.2) using filtering & CAR & TRCA (30.05%) for the four-class
classification task. This could imply that either that method or the method used to
create the online BCI would have comparable results in future experiments. However,
the online BCI has an advantage in that the participants could try to modify their
behavior to better suit the online classifier. If this had a significant effect, the use of
this oﬄine method could show even better results when used in an online BCI.
The analysis of feature design indicates that neural networks may be able to design
more appropriate features than the simple experimenter-designed features often used
for BCIs. The feed-forward neural network performs better with the time series data
than when using the simple features given to the LDA and SVM classifiers. This
may indicate that the network is successfully using time-series information that is
not contained in the feature sets. However, while these networks perform slightly
better than the online classifier described in Section 4.2 (29.42%), the results still do
not outperform the best oﬄine results found using the LDA classifier (30.05%).
Two-dimensional CNNs achieved the highest accuracy found on this dataset at
30.43%, indicating that spatial relationships between the optodes are important and
should be considered when designing classifiers for motor-imagery-based BCIs. How-
ever, it is discarding potentially-relevant time-series information that showed promise
in feed-forward neural networks. Even better results may be possible using all avail-
able spatiotemporal data from the fNIRS recordings. Although the 3D CNN, which
had both time and location data, did not perform as well as the 2D CNN it is likely
that the dataset is still too small, even with the artificially-created extra examples.
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Future studies looking at larger datasets may see significantly more success with
three-dimensional CNNs.
Future studies should explore alternative signal processing and feature design
methods to make better use of the spatiotemporal information present in the recorded
data. Optodes could be grouped, ideally automatically, based on similar activation
patterns. This could help account for shifts in activation between neighboring op-
todes. Alternatively, other methods of feature design and representation could be
explored. For example, autoencoders could be used to learn a more compact feature
representation or act as a denoising autoencoder to improve signal quality. Additional
methods of decomposing recorded signals into basis functions could also be explored
in future works. Methods such as proper orthogonal decomposition, principal com-
ponent analysis, and singular value decomposition may be able to extract relevant
temporal and spatial information.
This experiment covered a limited number of the infinite network configurations
available, and better results may be possible using different configurations. In par-
ticular, larger models may be needed to accurately capture the relationships between
the time and location data. More hidden units, more convolutional filters, or deeper
networks with more convolutional and feed-forward layers should be explored in fu-
ture studies. However, larger networks are also more likely to overfit to a training set,
and would require larger datasets for training. Additionally, larger networks are more
resource-intensive and take a longer time to train. The availability of sufficiently-
powerful hardware and sufficient time allotted to training are important considera-
tions when deciding on a classifier to use for future BCI experiments.
Another possible classification method is to make use of online machine learning
algorithms. These algorithms learn from new examples in order to improve new
predictions [175]. Such algorithms could be particularly useful for BCIs, allowing for
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easy incorporation of a calibration or training period at the beginning of a session.
Daily calibration could help BCIs cope with changes in data recorded on different
days.
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Chapter 6: Towards a 5-Class Motor-Imagery-Based fNIRS BCI
This chapter evaluates the potential to expand the four-class BCI by using rest as
a fifth classification task, using both motor imagery and motor execution data. The
resting state could be used as either a fifth control input or as a “no-control” state,
indicating that the BCI should perform no action.
6.1 Data Analysis
The data from the two training days described in Section 4.2 were used, as these
were the only sessions where rest and motor execution tasks were recorded. A test
set was selected randomly from these trials (33% for motor execution, 25% for motor
imagery), and the remaining trials were divided into folds for validation (4 for motor
execution, 5 for motor imagery). Motor execution used fewer, larger divisions because
of the smaller number of recorded trials. To compensate for the fact that the training
and test sets were not recorded in separate sessions, TRCA was run individually on
each training fold and CBSI was run on each trial individually.
Filtering, preprocessing, and data quality analysis was the same as outlined Chap-
ter 5: a 3rd-order Butterworth IIR filter with a 0.1Hz cutoff, 8 preprocessing methods,
and four subjects excluded based on automatic data quality analysis. For each pre-
processing method, classifiers were trained individually for each subject using the best
validation results to select the feature set and amount of feature reduction, using the
same feature sets as described in Chapter 5.
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6.2 Results
In contrast to the four-class BCI in Chapter 5, SVM and LDA classifiers have
comparable results on the five-class classification task. Additionally, the best results
are achieved with an SVM classifier and only a low-pass filter (25.17%), followed by
Filtering & CBSI & CAR (24.84%). The average accuracy and standard error are
shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Average and standard error of accuracy for five-class motor imagery clas-
sification.
When looking at individual results for the SVM classifier, 4 of the 9 participants
were able to achieve 30% accuracy using filtering & CBSI & CAR, with the average
accuracy lowered primarily by the unusually poor performance of subject S12, who
also had low performance using the online BCI. Individual subject accuracies are
shown in Table 6.1
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Table 6.1: Individual subject accuracy for five-class motor-imagery classification using
SVM.
Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter
& CBSI & CAR & TRCA & CBSI & CBSI & CAR & CBSI
& CAR & TRCA & TRCA & CAR
& TRCA
S1 36.11 22.22 25.00 19.44 30.56 27.78 16.67 16.67
S2 21.05 21.05 28.95 23.68 26.32 23.68 18.42 23.68
S4 26.47 17.65 11.76 14.71 32.35 26.47 5.88 20.59
S5 27.50 20.00 10.00 22.50 20.00 20.00 12.50 20.00
S6 15.38 26.92 15.38 15.38 30.77 23.08 38.46 23.08
S8 32.35 29.41 26.47 20.59 20.59 23.53 29.41 11.76
S10 25.00 17.50 25.00 15.00 25.00 25.00 15.00 25.00
S11 26.67 23.33 16.67 20.00 30.00 13.33 36.67 10.00
S12 16.00 12.00 20.00 4.00 8.00 24.00 12.00 4.00
Avg. 25.17 21.12 19.91 17.26 24.84 22.99 20.56 17.20
Unlike with motor imagery tasks, five-class motor execution classification per-
forms significantly better with the SVM classifier than the LDA in most cases. The
best average results are obtained with an LDA classifier and only the low-pass filter
(33.86%), followed by an SVM classifier using filtering & CAR (32.33%) and filtering
& CBSI & TRCA (30.95%). These results are much higher than for the five-class
motor-imagery task, which is expected based on previous findings that motor execu-
tion tasks are easier to detect [24, 61, 165]. The average accuracy and standard error
are shown in Figure 6.2.
The accuracy differences between participants is even clearer for motor execution.
Subject S1 performs well using most preprocessing methods, but is able to achieve
70% accuracy on this 5-class problem using filtering & CBSI & TRCA and 65%
accuracy when using filtering & CAR. Individual subject accuracies are shown in
Table 6.2
LDA and SVM classifiers had comparable performances for classifying motor im-
agery tasks to rest. Some preprocessing methods had large differences in accuracy
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Figure 6.2: Average and standard error of accuracy for five-class motor execution
classification.
between the four tasks, in particular filtering & CBSI, while others showed more
consistent results. Consistent results across tasks could indicate a better ability to
generalize across tasks.
With SVM, filtering & CAR and filtering & TRCA had accuracies for all four
tasks above 50% accuracy. LDA was able to achieve over 50% accuracy for all four
tasks using filtering only, filtering & TRCA, filtering & CBSI & TRCA, and filtering
& CAR & TRCA. The average accuracy and SEM for each classifier are shown in
Fig. 6.3.
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Table 6.2: Individual subject accuracy for five-class motor-execution classification
using SVM.
Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter Filter
& CBSI & CAR & TRCA & CBSI & CBSI & CAR & CBSI
& CAR & TRCA & TRCA & CAR
& TRCA
S1 30.00 50.00 65.00 35.00 15.00 70.00 50.00 45.00
S2 20.00 20.00 15.00 20.00 10.00 25.00 10.00 25.00
S4 40.00 33.33 26.67 46.67 20.00 40.00 33.33 6.67
S5 30.00 10.00 35.00 40.00 15.00 35.00 30.00 20.00
S6 14.29 7.14 28.57 0.00 7.14 28.57 14.29 7.14
S8 22.22 22.22 11.11 27.78 16.67 11.11 11.11 0.00
S10 25.00 20.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 15.00 20.00 20.00
S11 46.15 30.77 46.15 30.77 0.00 30.77 30.77 23.08
S12 23.08 30.77 38.46 15.38 23.08 23.08 23.08 38.46
Avg. 27.86 24.92 32.33 26.73 14.65 30.95 24.73 20.59
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(a) Task vs. Rest with LDA.
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Figure 6.3: Average and standard error of accuracy for motor imagery Task vs. Rest
classification using LDA (a) and SVM (b).
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6.3 Discussion
Filtering & CBSI showed good performance for both 4-class and 5-class classifi-
cation of motor imagery tasks with an LDA classifier, indicating this could also be a
promising method. Using only a filter showed better results with motor execution and
motor imagery with rest tasks. This could be due to more distinct differences between
tasks and rest (or between motor execution tasks), which requires less preprocessing
to detect. An alternative hypothesis is that the other preprocessing methods im-
prove results on data collected on different days, since only the 4-class motor imagery
classification tasks (Chapters 4 and 5) had a testing set collected on a separate day.
The LDA classifier performed slightly better on 5-class motor-imagery tasks, as
was the case for 4-class motor-imagery tasks in Chapter 5. However, SVMs performed
slightly better on motor-imagery task vs. rest comparisons and significantly better
for motor-execution data. It is possible that SVMs overfitted on several validation
datasets when parameter tuning, causing the poor results.
Motor execution results were comparable to those of the 4-class motor-imagery
BCI presented in Chapter 5, in spite of the significantly smaller dataset. Additional
motor-imagery training, as suggested in previous chapters, may improve results here
as well, helping the motor-imagery tasks perform more similarly to motor execution.
Once again, there was no consistent best-performing preprocessing method across
the analyses. It may be that different preprocessing methods work best for different
people. In that case, preprocessing methods may be best selected individually for
each BCI user, as is commonly done for feature selection. Classification abilities with
simple descriptive features and simple classifiers may be limited. Future work could
employ more intelligent feature selection (e.g. Sequential Floating Forward Selection),
feature extraction (e.g. neural networks or autoencoders), or more powerful classifiers
(neural or deep networks).
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Directions
In this thesis, I designed and evaluated the first fNIRS BCI to control a miniature
humanoid robot using four imagined movements, a prototype telepresence or assistive
robot navigating a room on behalf of the user. Data were collected during two BCI
experiments: a prototype for oﬄine analysis and a second, improved BCI for online
and further oﬄine analysis. I used this data to explore and compare multiple factors
that could contribute to the performance of the BCI system, including the ability
of fNIRS to detect motor tasks, preprocessing methods, classification methods, and
feature design.
This work confirms prior studies suggesting that fNIRS can detect changes in
brain activity during motor imagery and motor movement hand tasks, similar to
fMRI, and extends these findings to motor movement and imagery of the left and
right foot. The differences in spatial distribution of activation between execution and
imagery highlights the need for attention when selecting features for use in motor
imagery BCIs. Moreover, left and right foot activation patterns were more difficult
to differentiate than the hand tasks, which should also be taken into consideration
when designing future BCIs.
Accuracy varied widely between subjects, with one subject achieving 60% classi-
fication accuracy in oﬄine analysis of the initial BCI and increasing to 73% accuracy
when using calibration data in the training set from the same day as the test set.
Meanwhile, several other subjects only achieved 25% or lower accuracy. In the online
BCI two subjects achieved 40% online accuracy when controlling the DARwIn-OP in
the second half of the session, and another subject achieved 45% accuracy in oﬄine
analysis. On the other hand, some subjects had accuracies as low as 18.3% for online
and 13.3% for oﬄine analysis.
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My findings corroborate previous studies that show feedback, including feedback
from control of a BCI, can improve motor imagery performance. Classification accu-
racy for the online BCI was significantly greater during the second run while control-
ling the DARwIn-OP. Oﬄine analysis found a significant interaction between optode
and robot type on HbO activation levels, indicating that there are differences in acti-
vation patterns between the virtual and DARwIn-OP BCIs. These differences can be
seen in a visual inspection of the activation patterns for left hand and right foot, which
change to show a more strongly contralateral activation pattern during the second
BCI. The altered activation patterns are more in line with the expected activation
patterns based on the cortical homunculus layout of the motor cortex.
Analysis of multiple preprocessing methods suggested for use with fNIRS showed
no clear best method for use in a motor-imagery-based BCIs. There was, however,
a tendency for most additional preprocessing methods to outperform data that was
only low-pass filtered for a four-class BCI. This may imply that preprocessing meth-
ods may be best selected individually for each BCI user, as is commonly done for
feature selection. Alternatively, these methods may be approximately equivalent in
terms of increasing signal-to-noise ratios in the signals. There was also no clear best
classification method, as LDA, SVM, and feed-forward neural networks with simple
features each perform best for different subjects in different scenarios.
This work also indicates that using neural networks to design features may out-
perform simple feature calculations for classifying motor-imagery tasks. The best
results in this work were achieved using a two-dimensional CNN to classify the four
motor-imagery tasks, indicating that spatial location of the optodes contains impor-
tant information for classification. Feed-forward neural networks also show better
performance on average with the full time series data than with experimenter-chosen
features, implying that time information may also be important to classification. A
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three-dimensional CNN, using both spatial and time information, may prove to be
the best method to classify motor-imagery tasks. While they did not perform as well
as the two-dimensional CNNs in this study, this may be a limitation of the small size
of the dataset.
The use of rest as a fifth task or “no-control” state for a BCI has potential but
requires further study to improve classification abilities. The highest average accuracy
achieved in a 5-class motor-imagery analysis was 25.17% using an SVM classifier.
Analysis using motor execution data showed comparable results to 4-class motor
imagery classification, indicating potential for improvement if participant’s motor
imagery abilities could be improved to more closely resemble activation during motor
execution.
Future studies could attain better results by ensuring good motor-imagery abili-
ties in their participants. More detailed instructions on performing kinesthetic mo-
tor imagery could benefit subject performance. Action observation, or viewing a
video of an action while performing motor imagery, also has potential to improve
motor-imagery abilities. Additional focus on feedback during training, and in partic-
ular additional training periods spent controlling the actual BCI, could also improve
motor-imagery quality. There was also large discrepancy between the accuracy of the
highest-accuracy and lowest-accuracy subject, indicating that future studies could be
improved by screening potential subjects for motor imagery abilities. This could indi-
cate which participants are more likely to succeed as well as identify low-performing
subjects who may benefit from additional training periods. However, while design-
ing feedback paradigms, it is important to make sure that the provided feedback is
of good quality to prevent low-quality feedback (as from a poorly-trained classifier)
from hindering subject performance.
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Differences between left- and right-foot activation may be made more distinct
by using higher resolution imaging, advanced signal processing such as task-related
functional connectivity, or improved subject training with a specific mental strategy.
It is also possible that using left and right leg motor imagery may work better than
left and right foot motor imagery. Alternatively, future BCIs could use both feet
together in a single task if increasing the number of available inputs is not a concern.
While there was little distinction found among preprocessing methods, future
studies may find new methods that combine aspects of existing methods for greater
signal enhancement. Autoencoders could also be used to denoise the signal or learn
new feature representations of the data. As the use of convolutional neural networks
indicated that spatiotemporal feature information is important, both signal process-
ing and feature design methods that make use of spatiotemporal relationships should
be explored. Grouping nearby optodes with similar activation patterns could provide
a way to account for shifts in the precise location of activation in the recorded signals.
Methods of decomposing recorded signals into basis functions, such as proper orthog-
onal decomposition, principal component analysis, and singular value decomposition
could also be evaluated for extraction of relevant spatiotemporal information.
Future BCI systems could also develop new classification approaches to increase
overall system performance and BCI usability. Multi-stage classification methods may
be able to improve accuracy by breaking the discrimination tasks into multiple steps.
Beginning with a task-vs-rest classification could allow the BCI use rest as a “no-
control” state. Additionally, classifying a task into right or left before differentiating
hand vs. foot may have success in improving accuracy. Online machine learning algo-
rithms could also improve BCIs, allowing them to learn from new data and naturally
incorporate new calibration data to improve their ability to classify data collected on
multiple days.
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Larger datasets and more powerful algorithms may also produce better results in
future studies. A large dataset would allow better generalization by more powerful
algorithms, such as deep convolutional neural networks, capable of taking advantage
of the spatiotemporal information contained in the data recordings. However, it is
important to consider the time required to collect a large dataset, as well as the time
required to train a deep network. The benefits of potentially higher accuracy will
need to be weighed against the time required for data collection and training of a
subject-specific BCI.
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Appendix A: CBSI Derivation
CBSI assumes that the recorded HbO and HbR signals are comprised of the true
signal, noise with identical effects on HbO and HbR (e.g. head motion noise), and
white noise. This appendix is an expanded explanation of the technique, as described
in [87].
Let x and y be the measured HbO and HbR signals, respectively, and normalized
to be zero-mean. Also let x0 and y0 be the true signals, F be the correlated noise, ω
be uncorrelated white noise, and α a constant factor. Then the equations for HbO
and HbR are:
x(t) = x0(t) + αF (t) + ω(t) (A.1)
y(t) = y0(t) + F (t) + ω(t) (A.2)
We assume that the true HbO and HbR signals (here x0(t) and y0(t)) are maxi-
mally negatively correlated, such that
x0(t) = −βy0(t) (A.3)
where β is a constant accounting for the difference in amplitude between HbO
and HbR. Substituting into Equation (A.1) gives us
x(t) = −βy0(t) + αF (t) + ω(t)
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Then rearrange Equation (A.2) to y0(t) = y(t)− F (t)− ω(t) and substitute back
into Equation (A.1):
x(t) = −β [y(t)− F (t)− ω(t)] + αF (t) + ω(t)
x(t) = −βy(t) + βF (t) + βω(t) + αF (t) + ω(t)
x(t) = −βy(t) + (β + α)F (t) + (β + 1)ω(t)
The term ω(t) can be dropped from the equation, under the assumption that
is primarily high-frequency noise that can be filtered out of the signal. We then
rearrange the equation to be a function of F (t).
x(t) = −βy(t) + (β + α)F (t)
F (t) =
1
β + α
(x(t) + βy(t))
Then, rearranging Equation (A.2) to F (t) = y(t) − y0(t) and Equation (A.3) to
y0(t) = − 1βx0(t), they can be substituted into Equation (A.1).
x(t) = x0(t) + αF (t)
x(t) = x0(t) + αy(t)− αy0(t)
x(t) = x0(t) + αy(t) +
α
β
x0(t)
x(t) = x0(t)
β + α
β
+ αy(t)
x0(t)
β + α
β
= x(t)− αy(t)
x0(t) =
β
β + α
(x(t)− αy(t))
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This leaves us with the equations:
F (t) =
1
β + α
(x(t) + βy(t)) (A.4)
x0(t) =
β
β + α
(x(t)− αy(t)) (A.5)
Additionally, HbO (x0(t)) is uncorrelated with the noise (F (t)). Therefore, the
covariance of x0(t) and F (t) is 0.
0 = E[x0(t)F (t)]− E[x0(t)]E[F (t)]
0 = E
[
β
β + α
(x(t)− αy(t)) 1
β + α
(x(t) + βy(t))
]
− E
[
β
β + α
(x(t)− αy(t))
]
E
[
1
β + α
(x(t) + βy(t))
]
0 =
β
(β + α)2
E [(x(t)− αy(t)) (x(t) + βy(t))]
− β
(β + α)2
E [x(t)− αy(t)]E [x(t) + βy(t)]
0 = E
[
x2(t) + (β − α)x(t)y(t)− αβy2(t)]− E [x(t)− αy(t)]E [x(t) + βy(t)]
0 = E
[
x2(t)
]
+ (β − α)E [x(t)y(t)]− αβE [y2(t)]
− (E [x(t)]− αE [y(t)]) (E [x(t)] + βE [y(t)])
Because we previously normalized HbO (x(t)) and HbR (y(t)) to have zero mean,
E[x(t)] = E[y(t)] = 0:
0 = E
[
x2(t)
]
+ (β − α)E [x(t)y(t)]− αβE [y2(t)]− (0− α0) (0 + β0)
0 = E
[
x2(t)
]
+ (β − α)E [x(t)y(t)]− αβE [y2(t)]
0 =
∑
t
x2(t) + (β − α)
∑
t
x(t)y(t)− αβ
∑
t
y2(t)
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Next, set α = β. This is based on the empirical observations that HbR has smaller
amplitude than HbR (hence the ratio of HbO to HbR β > 1). Also, spikes from head
motion in HbR are proportionally smaller than in HbO, so the noise amplitude α > 1
as well.
0 =
∑
t
x2(t) + (β − α)
∑
t
x(t)y(t)− αβ
∑
t
y2(t)
0 =
∑
t
x2(t) + (α− α)
∑
t
x(t)y(t)− αα
∑
t
y2(t)
0 =
∑
t
x2(t)− α2
∑
t
y2(t)
∑
t
x2(t) = α2
∑
t
y2(t)
α2 =
∑
t x
2(t)∑
t y
2(t)
α =
√∑
t x
2(t)∑
t y
2(t)
=
√∑
t x
2(t)√∑
t y
2(t)
Because x(t) and y(t) are zero-mean, std(x(t)) and std(y(t)) simplify to
√
E[x2(t)]
and
√
E[y2(t)], respectively.
α =
√∑
t x
2(t)√∑
t y
2(t)
α =
std (x(t))
std (y(t))
Simplifying Equation (A.5) and the rewritten Equation (A.3) using α = β, we
achieve the following set of equations:
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α =
std (x(t))
std (y(t))
(A.6)
x0(t) =
1
2
(x(t)− αy(t)) (A.7)
y0(t) = − 1
α
x0(t) (A.8)
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Appendix B: TRCA Derivation
Task-related component analysis (TRCA) creates a set of task-related components
by maximizing the covariance (or correlation) within task periods. It assumes that
multiple recorded signals are composed of both task-related information and non-
task-related information. Task relatedness is defined as the consistent and robust
appearance of a signal within task blocks. TRCA attempts to recreate the task-
related signal using a linear weighted sum of the recorded signals. This appendix is
an expanded version of the explanation provided in [88].
B.1 Single Task
B.1.1 Proof-of-Concept
This section provides a proof-of-concept that shows, with certain assumptions, the
task-related signal can be recovered through a linear weighted sum of multiple noisy
source signals. Starting with a simplified case, we have two sources and a single task
performed during multiple, known times in a time series. TRCA assumes that a set
of source signals, xi(t), are made up of a task-related signal s(t) and a task unrelated
signal (noise) n(t) as follows:
{
x1(t) = a11s(t) + a12n(t)
x2(t) = a21s(t) + a22n(t)
(B.1)
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The goal is to recover the task-related component, s(t), from the component y(t),
which is formed from a linear weighted sum of all sources.
y(t) = w1x1(t) + w2x2(t)
= (w1a11 + w2a21) s(t) + (w1a12 + w2a22)n(t)
(B.2)
First, consider maximizing the covariance in the first two task blocks (y(1)(t) and
y(2)(t)), where s(i)(t) and n(i)(t) are the task-related and task-unrelated signals during
block i, respectively. For ease of reading, let α = w1a11+w2a21 and β = w1a12+w2a22
from Equation (B.2).
cov
(
y(1)(t), y(2)(t)
)
= cov
(
αs(1)(t) + βn(1)(t), αs(2)(t) + βn(2)(t)
)
= cov
(
αs(1)(t), αs(2)(t)
)
+ cov
(
αs(1)(t), βn(2)(t)
)
+ cov
(
βn(1)(t), αs(2)(t)
)
+ cov
(
βn(1)(t), βn(2)(t)
)
= α2cov
(
s(1)(t), s(2)(t)
)
+ αβcov
(
s(1)(t), n(2)(t)
)
+ αβcov
(
n(1)(t), s(2)(t)
)
+ β2cov
(
n(1)(t), n(2)(t)
)
Because the non-task signal n(t) is (by definition) uncorrelated with the task-
related signal s(t), cov(s(1)(t), n(2)(t)) = cov(n(1)(t), s(2)(t)) = 0. Additionally, if we
assume there is no correlation between non-task blocks, cov(n(1)(t), n(2)(t)) = 0. The
previous equation then simplifies to:
cov
(
y(1)(t), y(2)(t)
)
= α2cov
(
s(1)(t), s(2)(t)
)
= (w1a11 + w2a21)
2 cov
(
s(1)(t), s(2)(t)
) (B.3)
Maximizing the covariance within task blocks y(1) and y(2) is now a matter of
choosing appropriate values for w1 and w2. In order to bound this quadratic function
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of w and find a solution, constrain the variance of y(t) to be 1.
var (y(t)) = 1 = var ((w1a11 + w2a21) s(t) + (w1a12 + w2a22)n(t))
= (w1a11 + w2a21)
2 var(s(t)) + (w1a12 + w2a22)
2 var(n(t))
(B.4)
If we assume s(t) and n(t) are normalized to unit variance, the equation simplifies to:
1 = (w1a11 + w2a21)
2 + (w1a12 + w2a22)
2
One possible solution is w1a11 + w2a21 = 1 and w1a12 + w2a22 = 0. Then as long
as a11a22 − a12a21 6= 0 (ensuring the determinant det(a) 6= 0), this simplifies to:
y(t) = s(t)
Therefore, following the proper assumptions, it is possible to recreate the task-related
signal s(t) from a linear weighted sum of sources by maximizing w1 and w2 under the
following constraints:
cov
(
y(1)(t), y(2)(t)
)
= (w1a11 + w2a21)
2 cov
(
s(1)(t), s(2)(t)
)
w1a11 + w2a21 = 1
(B.5)
B.1.2 General Case
Next we expand the simplified example with two sources and two blocks to a
general form. The first half of Equation (B.2) is rewritten for N sources:
y(t) =
N∑
i=1
wixi(t) = w
Tx(t) (B.6)
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We can also create multiple components in a matrix y(t) by using a matrix of weights
for w instead of a vector, as in Equation (B.7).
y(t) = wTx(t) (B.7)
We again assume that observed signals are formed from a linear weighted sum of
task-related and task-unrelated components. Task-related components can then be
recovered by choosing appropriate weights w to apply to the source signals x(t).
Using this new formulation of y(t) in Equation (B.6), we can re-write the constraint
that var(y(t)) = 1, taking advantage of the fact that a global scaling of w→ αw will
not affect the results of our objective function.
var (y(t)) = 1 = cov (y(t), y(t))
= cov
(
N∑
i=1
wixi(t),
N∑
j=1
wjxj(t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov (xi(t), xj(t))
(B.8)
Define matrix Q as:
Qij = cov (xi(t), xj(t)) (B.9)
so that Equation (B.8) can be rewritten as:
var (y(t)) = 1 = wTQw (B.10)
Correlation maximization maximizes the correlation coefficients Ckl between task
blocks k and l. While correlation coefficients can be used to find a solution, there is no
closed form solution, and only a single task-related component is formed. Therefore,
the authors propose maximizing the covariance, rather than correlation coefficients,
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to solve for appropriate weights for w. First, define the covariance between task
blocks k and l as Cˆkl:
Cˆkl = cov
(
y(k)(t), y(l)(t)
)
= cov
(
N∑
i=1
wix
(k)
i (t),
N∑
j=1
wjx
(l)
j (t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(k)
i (t), x
(l)
j (t)
) (B.11)
The task consistency term, Cˆ, is the summation over all K task blocks:
Cˆ =
K∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
Cˆkl
=
K∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(k)
i (t), x
(l)
j (t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwj
K∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
cov
(
x
(k)
i (t), x
(l)
j (t)
)
(B.12)
If we define the matrix S such that:
Sij =
K∑
k,l=1
k 6=l
cov
(
x
(k)
i (t), x
(l)
j (t)
)
(B.13)
Equation (B.12) then becomes
Cˆ =
N∑
i,j=1
wiwjSij = w
TSw (B.14)
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Now we need to select wˆ to maximize Cˆ from Equation (B.14).
wˆ = argmax
w
wTSw (B.15)
Applying the unit variance constraint from Equation (B.10), this equation becomes
wˆ = argmax
w
wTSw
wTQw
(B.16)
The authors then use the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem to determine that the optimal coef-
ficients wˆ are the eigenvectors of the matrix Q−1S.
B.2 Two Tasks
As BCIs typically attempt to discriminate between multiple tasks, TRCA is more
useful when extended to multiple tasks. From before, we need to find the values of w
to maximize Equation (B.16). The denominator is a constraint on the variance of y(t)
from Equation (B.10), and remains unchanged. However, we now consider the case
for S where there are two sets of task blocks, A and B, with KA and KB blocks for
each task, respectively. Let x(lA)i be the lth block of task A in the ith source recording
from x. Then, we redefine S in order to maximize similarity between blocks of the
same task, and minimize similarity between blocks of different tasks.
The covariance between task A blocks, CˆAAkAlA , and B blocks, Cˆ
BB
kB lB
, are:
CˆAAkAlA = cov
(
y(kA)(t), y(lA)(t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(kA)
i (t), x
(lA)
j (t)
)
CˆBBkB lB = cov
(
y(kB)(t), y(lB)(t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(kB)
i (t), x
(lB)
j (t)
)
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while the covariances between tasks from A and B are defined as
CˆABkAlB = cov
(
y(kA)(t), y(lB)(t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(kA)
i (t), x
(lB)
j (t)
)
CˆBAkB lA = cov
(
y(kB)(t), y(lA)(t)
)
=
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
wiwjcov
(
x
(kB)
i (t), x
(lA)
j (t)
)
The consistency term Cˆ is now determined by the sum of within-block covariances
minus the sum of between-block covariances:
Cˆ =
KA∑
kA,lA=1
kA 6=lA
CˆAAkAlA +
KB∑
kB ,lB=1
kB 6=lB
CˆBBkB lB −
KA∑
kA=1
KB∑
lB=1
(
CˆABkAlB + Cˆ
BA
lBkA
)
(B.17)
and the components of S are now:
Sij =
KA∑
kA,lA=1
kA 6=lA
cov
(
x
(kA)
i (t), x
(lA)
j (t)
)
+
KB∑
kB ,lB=1
kB 6=lB
cov
(
x
(kB)
i (t), x
(lB)
j (t)
)
−
KA∑
kA,lA=1
KB∑
kB ,lB=1
[
cov
(
x
(kA)
i (t), x
(lB)
j (t)
)
+ cov
(
x
(kB)
i (t), x
(lA)
j (t)
)] (B.18)
To find the optimum values of w, this new formulation for S is used in Equa-
tion (B.16). As before, the optimal coefficients wˆ are obtained as the eigenvectors of
the matrix Q−1S.
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Appendix C: LDA Derivation
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a machine learning method that attempts
to find a linear combination of features that separates two or more classes [90, 91].
The simplest linear discriminant has the form
y(x) = wTx + b (C.1)
where w is the weight vector, b is the bias term, and x is the input feature vector. The
input x is assigned to class C1 if y(x) ≥ 0, and is assigned to class C2 otherwise. If the
input x is aD-dimensional vector, then the decision boundary is a (D−1)-dimensional
hyperplane defined by y(x) = 0. A 2-D visualization is shown in Figure C.1.
Figure C.1: Illustration of the LDA separating hyperplane. Distances and vectors
used in its derivation are labeled.
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The weight vector w is orthogonal to the decision surface, as shown in Figure C.1.
This can by shown by considering two points xA and xB which both lie on the decision
surface. Since y(xA) = y(xB) = 0, we can derive that
wTxA + b = w
TxB + b
wT(xA − xB) = 0
.
Since the dot product between w and the line containing xA and xB (the decision
boundary) is 0, w (the weight vector) is perpendicular to the decision boundary and
determines the orientation of the decision boundary.
The bias b determines the location of the hyperplane. Let x⊥ be the point at
the orthogonal projection of x onto the decision surface. Because w is perpendicular
to the decision boundary, the projection of the vector from the origin to x⊥ onto
the vector from the origin to w is the vector from the origin to x⊥1, the point on
the hyperplane along the path of w. Therefore, the distance from the origin to x⊥1
is x⊥ · w||w|| = w
Tx⊥
||w|| . Because x⊥ is on the decision boundary, which is defined as
wTx + b = 0, we know
wTx⊥
||w|| = −
b
||w|| (C.2)
Therefore b determines the distance from the origin, along the weight vector path,
where the hyperplane is located.
The value y(x) is a measure of the distance of x from the decision surface, where
|| y(x)||w|| || is the perpendicular distance of x from the decision surface and sign(y(x))
indicates which side of the decision boundary it falls on. To show this, let r be the
signed distance from x to its orthogonal projection on the decision surface x⊥. We
can describe x as the vector from the origin to x⊥ plus the distance r in the direction
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of the weight vector, written as x⊥ + r w||w|| . We can use this to show the relationship
between r and y(x) as follows:
x = x⊥ + r
w
||w||
wTx = wTx⊥ + wTr
w
||w||
wTx + b = wTx⊥ + r
wTw
||w|| + b
wTx + b = wTx⊥ + r
||w||2
||w|| + b
wTx + b = wTx⊥ + b+ r||w||
y(x) = y(x⊥) + r||w||
y(x) = r||w||
r =
y(x)
||w|| (C.3)
Because the decision y(x) is a measure of the distance from the hyperplane, we
can extend the classifier to more than two classes. For K classes, we create K linear
functions of the form
yk(x) = w
T
k x + bk (C.4)
and assign a point x to class Ck if yk(x) > yj(x) for all j 6= k. The bias term b is often
implicitly incorporated into the weight vector as w0, with the assumption that the
term x0 = 1 is appended to the input vector x, resulting in the new and equivalent
notation
yk(x) = w
T
k x (C.5)
The appropriate values for w are found by training the LDA classifier using a
training set of input examples X and labels t. Fisher’s discriminant attempts to
select w such that it maximizes the separation between class means and minimizes
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the variance within each class of the outputs to y = wTx. For multiple classes, this
becomes y = WTx where the weights for each wk form the columns of W and the
values of yk form the elements of the vector y. Let mk be the mean of the examples
belonging to class k prior to projection by the weight vector.
For two classes, the Fisher criterion J(w) is defined as the ratio of the between-
class variance SB and within-class variance SW [91].
J(w) =
wTSBw
wTSWw
(C.6)
SB = (m2 −m1)(m2 −m1)T (C.7)
SW =
∑
n∈C1
(xn −m1)(xn −m1)T +
∑
n∈C2
(xn −m2)(xn −m2)T (C.8)
This can also be rewritten for multiple classes. The weight values are the eigenvec-
tors of S−1W SB that correspond to the largest eigenvalues, and can be found using
techniques such as singular value decomposition (SVD) [91].
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Appendix D: SVM Derivation
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a supervised classification method that at-
tempts to find a classification boundary that maximizes the distance between the
classes [90, 91]. For a classification task with input vector xn and target/label tn ∈
{−1, 1}, the decision function for an SVM is the linear model
y(x) = wTφ(x) + b (D.1)
where x is the example to be classified, φ() is a feature-space transform used to
improve the separability of the data, w are the weights of the linear equation, b is
the constant bias term, and y(x) represents the predicted class for xn. The function
is defined such that y(xn) > 0 if xn is a member of the positive class (tn = 1) and
y(xn) < 0 if (xn) is a member of the negative class (tn = −1). Therefore, the equation
y(x) = wTφ(x) + b = 0 (D.2)
describes the separating hyperplane.
As demonstrated in Chapter C for LDA classifiers, the distance from the origin to
the closest point on the separating hyperplane is set by the bias parameter as − b||w||
(Equation (C.2)). Likewise, the distance between transformed input φ(x) and the
hyperplane is given by r = y(x)||w|| (Equation (C.3)). Here we use the transformed φ(x),
rather than the original input x as with LDA, because the hyperplane is only linear
once the input has been transformed into the new feature space.
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Since we are interested in solutions for which tny(xn) > 0 for all n, the unsigned
distance of point xn to the hyperplane is given by:
tny(xn)
||w|| =
tn(w
Tφ(x) + b)
||w|| (D.3)
We want to select the parameters w and b to maximize this distance for the
points closest to the decision boundary (the support vectors). We can multiply this
equation by a positive constant without changing the decision boundary (wTφ(x)+b =
α(wTφ(x)+b)) which lets us assign the support vectors to be on the line wTφ(x)+b =
±1.
If x1 and x2 are support vectors on opposite sides of the line decision boundary,
then we have the equations wTφ(x1) + b = 1 and wTφ(x2) + b = −1). Now the
numerator (tn(wTφ(x) + b)) is always equal to 1, and the equation for the distance
to the hyperplane is 1||w|| . Because maximizing
1
||w|| is equivalent to minimizing ||w||2,
and multiplying by a scalar does not affect finding the arg min, the optimization
problem becomes:
arg minw,b
1
2
wTw
yi(w
Txi + b) ≥ 1, i = 1, . . . n
(D.4)
This minimization is typically accomplished by using Lagrangian multipliers [90,
91]. There is one multiplier an for each constraint (here, there is a constraint for
each support vector via the second line in Equation (D.4)). The Lagrangian function
combines the two constraints into the single equation
L(w, b, a) =
1
2
wTw −
N∑
n=1
an
{
tn(w
Tφ(xn) + b)− 1
}
(D.5)
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where a = [a1, . . . , aN ]T. Setting the derivatives of L(w, b, a) with respect to w and
b equal to zero yields the following two conditions:
w =
N∑
n=1
antnφ(xn)
0 =
N∑
n=1
antn
(D.6)
Using these equations to eliminate w and b from Equation (D.5) gives us the following
equation to maximize
L˜(a) =
1
2
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
anamtntmk(xn,xm) (D.7)
with the constraints
an ≥ 0, n = 1, . . . , N
N∑
n=1
antn = 0
(D.8)
where k(xn,xm) = φ(xn)Tφ(xn) is the kernel function. Solving the dual problem,
rather than the original problem, allows SVMs to be applied to datasets with many
more features than examples, including infinite feature spaces.
Rewriting Equation (D.1) in terms of the parameters an and the kernel function
yields
y(x) =
N∑
n=1
antnk(x,xn) + b (D.9)
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This constrained optimization satisfies the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, which
require the following properties
an ≥ 0 (D.10)
tny(xn)− 1 ≥ 0 (D.11)
an{tny(xn)− 1 = 0 (D.12)
in order for the Lagrangian to be stationary. This requires that for every data point,
an = 0 or y(xn) = 1. Any points for which an = 0 do not contribute to the solution
of Equation (D.9). The remaining points, which satisfy the condition y(xn) = 1, are
the previously mentioned support vectors which are the points closest to the decision
hyperplane in the feature space. This also allows the SVM to discard all training
points that are not support vectors.
After using quadratic programming to find a value for a, we can find b by using
the fact that for any support vector xn, tny(xn) = 1. This gives us the equation
tn
(∑
m∈S
amtmk(xn,xm) + b
)
= 1 (D.13)
where S is the set of indices of the support vectors.
Previously we have assumed that the training points are perfectly linearly sep-
arable in the feature space φ(x). However, this is rarely the case for any dataset
of interest, and any attempt to perfectly separate the dataset will likely result in
overfitting the dataset and poor generalization.
The previous method implicitly assigned an error of 0 for correctly classified points
and an error of ∞ for incorrectly classified points. To make the penalty increase
linearly with distance from the boundary, we introduce a slack variable ξn for each
training point. The value of ξn is assigned as ξn = 0 for all points on the correct
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side of the margin and ξn = |tn − y(xn)| for all other points. We now have a new
minimization goal that maximizes the margin with a non-infinite penalty for points
on the wrong side of the margin. The new minimization equations are
C
N∑
n=1
ξn +
1
2
||w||2
ξn = |tn − y(xn)|
(D.14)
where the parameter C > 0 controls the trade-off between penalty from the slack
variables and the size of the margin. Large values of C cause the SVM to choose
smaller margins to fit more of the datapoints on the correct side of the margin (po-
tentially overfitting) while smaller values causes it to choose larger margins, even if
some points will be misclassified.
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Appendix E: Neural Network Derivation
Neural networks consist of two or more layers of neurons, or units. The first layer
is the input layer, the last is the output layer, and any middle layers are called hidden
layers [90–92].
There are many types of neurons available for use with neural networks. The
linear neuron is a very simple neuron, using the equation
y = b+
∑
i
xiwi (E.1)
to make the output a linearly weighted sum of the input. Two more commonly used
neurons are the rectified linear neuron, with an output determined by
z = b+
∑
i
xiwi
y =

z : z > 0
0 : otherwise
(E.2)
and sigmoid neurons, which use the equation
z = b+
∑
i
xiwi
y =
1
1 + e−z
(E.3)
to determine the output value y. The z term is referred to as the logit.
A common output neuron is the softmax neuron, which ensures the outputs rep-
resent a probability distribution. This is useful in classification problems, where you
may be interested in the probability the network assigns to each class for a given
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input. It uses the logits to all output neurons zj∈output instead of only the logit to
that specific output neuron zi.
zi = b+
∑
k
xkwk
yi =
ezi∑
j∈output e
zj
(E.4)
Hidden layers of neural networks can be difficult to train. Unlike the output layer,
which has a specified target value tn for each training example xn, there is no target
output for the hidden layers. Backpropagation allows us to get around this issue by
determining a target output for the hidden neurons by “backpropagating” the error
function of the output back to the hidden layer [90–92].
Backpropagation is based on minimizing the discrepancy between the output of
the network yj and the target output tj. Let j refer to neurons in the output layer, i
to neurons in the previous (hidden) layer, and j = 1 be the first neuron in the output
layer. The squared error, given by
E =
1
2
∑
j∈output
(tj − yj)2 (E.5)
is a commonly used error metric. For each training example, backpropagation com-
putes the derivatives of this error with respect to each of the weights, which is then
used to update the weights.
Calculating the derivative of the error with respect to each weight involves multiple
partial derivatives. We define the variables as: i is a hidden neuron, yi is the output
of a hidden neuron, j is an output neuron, yj is the output of an output neuron, and
zj is the total input to neuron j (from all hidden layer neurons). First, calculate the
derivative of the error (here we use the squared error function from Equation (E.5))
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with respect to the output of the network yj.
∂E
∂yj
= −(tj − yj) (E.6)
From here, we need to get to ∂E
∂zj
. To do this, calculate the partial error derivative with
respect to the input zj, backpropagating from the error derivative in Equation (E.6).
For sigmoid neurons we use the derivative dyj
dzj
= yj(1− yj).
∂E
∂zj
=
dyj
dzj
∂E
∂yj
= yj(1− yj)∂E
∂yj
(E.7)
Now we use Equation (E.7) to get the change in error with respect to each weight
going from the hidden layer to the output layer. Because the equation for zj is linear,
this is just the output of the hidden neuron yi.
∂E
∂wij
=
∂zj
∂wij
∂E
∂zj
= yi
∂E
∂zj
(E.8)
We can now put all of these equations together to get the derivative of the error with
respect to the weights from the hidden to the output layer.
∂E
∂wij
= yi
∂E
∂zj
∂E
∂wij
= yiyj(1− yj)∂E
∂yj
∂E
∂wij
= yiyj(1− yj)(−(tj − yj))
∂E
∂wij
= −yiyj(1− yj)(tj − yj) (E.9)
In order to update the weights going into hidden layer i from the preceding layer h,
we propagate this error back another step. First, calculate the derivative of the error
with respect to the hidden neuron output yi. Changing the output of one neuron in
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layer i will affect all output neurons in layer j, so we need to sum all of those effects.
∂E
∂yi
=
∑
j
dzj
dyi
∂E
∂zj
=
∑
j
wij
∂E
∂zj
(E.10)
This process can then be repeated to get to the error with respect to the weights
coming into the hidden layer ∂E
∂whi
, starting from the newly calculated ∂E
∂yi
as we did
for the equation ∂E
∂yj
in Equation (E.6).
Once we have derivatives of the error with respect to each weight in the network,
we use a learning algorithm, such as stochastic gradient descent, to learn the ap-
propriate weights for each connection in the network [90–92]. For smaller datasets,
full-batch learning evaluates the entire training set before updating the weights for
each iteration. Training of larger datasets can be sped up using mini-batches, where
a different subset of the training set is evaluated before updating the weights. The
weights are updated by calculating the gradient of the error function through back-
propagation and moving in the most negative direction. This is repeated until the
criteria for training is hit (typically a maximum number of epochs, or when the vali-
dation data’s error starts to increase instead of decrease with training).
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